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Chapter 631: Prologue of the Crimson Tide, Request From a Star Cluster Civilization 

 

When Han Xiao entered his office, Sylvia brought Frenzied Sword and the others in. 

“Black Star.” 

Including Bun-Hit-Dog, Frenzied Sword and the rest called Han Xiao’s name simultaneously with 

excitement. 

As the faction developed, Bun-Hit-Dog could not follow Black Star around everywhere anymore. Upon 

hearing that Frenzied Sword and the others were visiting Hao Tian, he instantly had an idea. For the sake 

of material for his show, he did everything he could to convince the others to let him join them. He 

started videoing as soon as he entered through the door. 

Han Xiao looked across them and stopped at Frenzied Sword. He then loaded the ‘Faction Leader’ 

emoticon bundle and nodded. “It’s been a long time, my friends.” 

Hearing this familiar tone, the others smiled. They had all been members of that highly skilled group of 

players, and they felt that Black Star speaking to them in a different manner was a special privilege. 

“What important information do you have for me?” Han Xiao was curious. The players would not do 

things if there were no profit involved, so they had definitely accepted a mission from someone. 

“We heard this is a hunting list. You’re on it...” 

Frenzied Sword explained about what had happened, took out the list, and passed to Han Xiao. 

Ronaldo? Never heard of this name before, and what are hunters? Han Xiao frowned. He scanned 

through the list, and his name was indeed on it. 

Someone is targeting me? Who could it be? Han Xiao pondered. The only similarity the people on the list 

shared was that they were all well-known Calamity Grades in the various areas of the Shattered Star 

Ring. Some of their names were very famous. He had even heard of them before in his previous life. 

The fact that they dared target these people, no matter what these hunters’ goals were, proved that 

they had an unfathomable amount of strength. 

Are they targeting me because of my fame and strength? Han Xiao contemplated. 

The Black Star Army had risen very quickly in these two years. There were barely any opportunities for 

Han Xiao to do things himself. The fact that he was one of the targets meant that he was seen as one of 

the well-known people in the Shattered Star Ring. 

“Did that Ronaldo say anything else?” 

Frenzied Sword shook his head. “No.” 



“Looks like we lack information and can’t prove the credibility of this list. I will let Phillip search for the 

whereabouts of the people on this list. If there really is a group of hunters like he suggested, because he 

gave too little information, I can’t figure out who these people are either.” 

Han Xiao shook his head. 

Things like this were not very rare. In other words, Calamity Grades were like rare resources in the 

universe. They were always targeted by organizations with ulterior motives. 

Currently, storms were quietly brewing in the Shattered Star Ring. Version 3.0 ‘Crimson Tide’ was slowly 

approaching, so all sorts of people might appear. In fact, not just in the Shattered Star Ring, but other 

Star Fields too. The effects brought by the Crimson Dynasty’s expansion spread across the entire Galaxy. 

The three Universal Civilizations had finally entered the ‘exhausted stage’ of peace. Just like the ‘seven 

years itch’ between partners, although it would not lead to a divorce, quarreling and fighting would 

become frequent. The couple might be able to sort things out after these small emotional fights, but the 

damage caused during the fights would not disappear. 

In his previous life, the Crimson Tide had been a chaotic era. Many hidden organizations had shown up, 

made use of the chaotic situation, and blamed the Crimson Dynasty for it. Those were troubled and 

chaotic times that the players faced back then. 

Although Han Xiao was very familiar with the storyline, there was more than one organization that 

targeted people like him during the Crimson Tide. Some had been exposed in his previous life; some had 

never been discovered. He could not yet confirm who these hunters were with the limited information 

that Frenzied Sword and the others had given him. 

It might just be an ambitious private organization, such as DarkStar, which indeed did the same thing in 

his previous life, but it might also be a sign of the ‘Calamity of the Supers’ or the ‘Silver Revolutionary 

Army’. It was all unclear at this point. 

Regardless, this list at least reminded me to be wary of my safety... 

Although Han Xiao did not know who the enemy was, he knew that someone had their eyes on him. 

Hence, he knew that he had to be alert. 

According to the intelligence, these mysterious hunters were very strong, strong enough to easily beat 

usual Calamity Grades. They were very likely Grade A+, which gave Han Xiao a little pressure. 

I should find time to deal with the Class Advancement mission. I’m now level 170, and the Promotion at 

level 180 will be the next Race Evolution. It will make me much stronger. By then, I won’t have to worry 

about Grade A+ Supers. 

Sadly, the information of the enemy was too little. He could only stay defensive and could not search for 

the enemy. This was like a time bomb. 

I shall find the time to go back to Floating Dragon Island and have old man Aesop do some foresight... 

This time, Frenzied Sword, who had the highest Favorability with Han Xiao among the rest in the room, 

spoke again. 



“Black Star, do you know about the changes happening in the Shattered Star Ring recently?” 

They had received some hidden information from Ronaldo and felt it was related to the storyline of the 

next version. Now that they had finally gotten the chance to meet their faction leader, they felt that 

since Han Xiao was the mission target, he might know some of the information. 

Frenzied Sword wanted to know as much as he could about it. 

“The changes recently? What are you referring to?” Han Xiao raised his eyebrows. 

“Ronaldo told us that there has been a lot of unrest in the Shattered Star Ring recently. He said that 

there’s an organization behind this...” Frenzied Sword broached the subject in a very subtle way. 

“Ah, I know, the Crimson Dynasty.” 

The atmosphere suddenly became silent. 

Frenzied Sword opened his mouth wide. 

Hao Tian’s face twitched. 

Everyone looked like they were struggling with constipation. 

He—He said it this easily... 

Although they got the answer they wanted, all of them felt somewhat empty. They had that thought this 

was a huge secret that no one knew about, but this was only the second person they asked, and he just 

casually said it. 

It seemed that the things happening behind the curtain of the Shattered Star Ring, which Ronaldo took 

so seriously and could not understand at all, were just normal business to Black Star. 

The process was so simple that Frenzied Sword and the others could not help but doubt whether this 

information was even important at all. 

Except for Bun-Hit-Dog, who was the most excited. His eyes were sparkling. 

During Version 1.0, Black Star had hinted at Version 2.0’s Mutation Disaster. Now, Black Star gave the 

hint about the next version once again. 

They felt that Han Xiao was more and more mysterious as if he knew everything. 

Frenzied Sword had known Han Xiao the longest. Even he could not help but feel he did not know Han 

Xiao at all. 

Han Xiao then changed the topic and said, “The information you have given me is indeed valuable. I 

have a mission for you guys...” 

As he was speaking, he quickly wrote a reward mission and gave it to the players. Its rewards were very 

rich, and there was even a reward where they could pick one piece of equipment for free. Overjoyed, 

Frenzied Sword and the others quickly accepted the mission. 



Han Xiao gave them a few words of compliment and gave them five points of Favorability. His 

Favorability was like a product discount. Then, he told Sylvia to send away the satisfied Frenzied Sword, 

Hao Tian, Bun-Hit-Dog, and the rest. 

After they left, Han Xiao leaned back, crossed his legs, and started pondering. 

He had always been paying attention to the players. All the players had left their own novice planets and 

entered the galaxy. Among the others, his Black Star Army was undoubtedly the best guiding faction. 

The players from Planet Aquamarine were all fed very well and healthy. The second Pro League was 

about to start. He had quite high hopes for the performance of the Chinese clubs this time as well. 

Most players had reached the level limit of level ninety; they would be able to make use of more of their 

class specialty. Their strategies would vary, so this season would be more exciting than the previous one. 

The better the results of the Chinese clubs, the more attractive his faction would become. When the 

players entered the stage of inter-Star-Field travel in the future, his faction would be able to attract 

players from other areas. No number of leeks would ever be too much for Han Xiao. 

These Genetic Medicines will be very popular. 

Han Xiao smiled. After sucking dry countless galactic pirates, he had a lot of these stocked up in the 

warehouse. 

After looking at the forums for a while, just as Han Xiao was about to get up and play with the cuties in 

the machinery modification room, Sylvia suddenly entered the room. 

“Teacher, there’s an important invitation.” 

“Invitation?” 

“Colton Star Cluster’s ruling civilization, the Purple Crystal Civilization, wants to hire you specifically.” 

Star Cluster Civilization! 

Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled. 

 

The Black Star Army’s business was limited to Star System Civilizations and had yet to get in touch with 

any Star Cluster Civilizations. Although Han Xiao had gotten the contact of a Purple Crystal Civilization 

official during Tyrant’s party, the requests made by Star Cluster Civilizations were all given to selected 

groups—the Black Star Army was not in them. 

Now, they had finally received a mission from a Star Cluster Civilization. The Purple Crystal Civilization 

was the ruler of Colton. As they had invited him by name, it seemed rather important. 

Completing a mission from a Star Cluster Civilization would add a huge amount of value to the resume of 

the army. 

A few years ago, Han Xiao had no contact with any Star Cluster Civilizations because he was in no 

position to, but now he could. 



Furthermore, contacting a Star Cluster Civilization was something that he could not avoid on his path of 

personal growth. 

In the past two years, Han Xiao had learned almost all the High-End Knowledges; he now had to look for 

the next stage of knowledge—Cutting-Edge Knowledges. Star Cluster Civilizations were a very important 

part of gaining Cutting-Edge Knowledges. 

This is an opportunity! 

Han Xiao told Phillip to transfer the communication and added protection to the channel at the same 

time. 

The image flashed, and a familiar face appeared. It was the Purple Crystal Civilization representative 

whom Han Xiao had met during Tyrant’s party, Ralph. 

“Black Star, it’s been some time,” Ralph said in a friendly manner. 

Han Xiao chatted with him a little before they started to get down to business. 

“You people wanted to hire me specifically?” 

“That’s right. Your army has a very good name, so you’re one of our top choices.” 

“And what are the mission’s details?” 

“It’s an elimination operation. The target is a fleet. They have disguised themselves as travelers, but 

their background is much more complicated than that. We plan to eliminate this fleet as a warning to 

the people behind them.” 

Ralph described the situation very vaguely. Han Xiao could not help but guess what the organization that 

the Purple Crystal Civilization wanted to warn was. 

After giving it a little bit of thinking, he had a rough idea. 

Purple Crystal had decided to find mercenaries to deal with this instead of doing it themselves, which 

was clearly not because they were not able to, but the identity of the enemies was sensitive, which 

caused Purple Crystal to not want to do things the official way. 

“Klentans?” Han Xiao spoke softly. Purple Crystal and Klent looked like they had a very good 

relationship, but they were targeting each other secretly. In his previous life, Purple Crystal and Klent 

had even fought. 

Ralph smiled and did not answer this question. He changed the topic and said, “There has been a lot of 

unrest in the Shattered Star Ring recently. These organizations have been crossing the line more and 

more, so they have to be dealt with.” 

Han Xiao stroked his chin. 

Two years had passed, and the effects of the Crimson Tide had been fermenting. Many organizations 

wanted to make use of it, so many organizations had been showing themselves, the disorder was 

spreading quickly. The waves created by the Crimson Dynasty made civilizations that stayed neutral such 

as the Purple Crystal Civilization very annoyed. Strange things kept happening in the Colton Star Cluster, 



and the security of their territories had become more and more threatened. Purple Crystal finally could 

not take it anymore and decided to make an example of these people. 

“So, Black Star, do you want to accept our hire?” 

“Let’s talk about the reward first.” 

“Of course, what do you want?” 

“Mechanic Cutting-Edge Knowledge,” Han Xiao replied. 

Ralph’s face became troubled when he heard this. 

“That might not be possible. Cutting-Edge Knowledges are very precious. The people above will not 

agree. I can only pay you with money...” Ralph paused momentarily. “However, you’re Floating Dragon’s 

officer, and we respect Ames a lot. Therefore, if we have the chance to work together again in the 

future, Cutting-Edge Knowledge might not be impossible.” 

Cutting-Edge Knowledge is indeed not easy to obtain... Han Xiao had expected this, so he was not 

disappointed. 

What Ralph meant between the lines was, this hire was like an entry ticket for the Black Star Army. If he 

completed it, Purple Crystal would hire him for more missions in the future. Once he made a big enough 

contribution, Purple Crystal would be willing to give him Cutting-Edge Knowledges. It was basically the 

path of increasing Faction Favorability. 

Cutting-Edge Knowledges were very precious; only at this stage could one study antimatter, psionic 

energy, and the like. Han Xiao did not think that there was a problem with the way Purple Crystal was 

doing it. Nothing was free in the world—he needed Cutting-Edge Knowledges, and Purple Crystal 

needed stronger unofficial military power to do things for them privately. It was all part of a deal. 

Han Xiao pondered for a while before nodding. “Okay, I can try it.” 

“Great.” Ralph smiled. “I will send you a gathering location later. There are other people on this mission. 

The mission details will be sent to you later.” 

“Okay.” Han Xiao had no objection. This was not the first time that he had a group mission like this. 

Chapter 632: Gundam Is a Man’s Romance 

 

The gathering location was in another Star System within the Colton Star Cluster, very far away from 

Garton. Han Xiao had Risda fly him to the planet used for the gathering. 

This was an unpopulated planet with just a series number. When the Blacklight Stealth arrived at the 

coordinates, there were already quite many spaceships parked on the ground, and a crowd had already 

formed. They all looked up one after another at the newcomer. 

The spaceship descended steadily. Han Xiao walked out of the hatch and looked around casually. There 

were only two people there whose vital signs reached the level of Grade A. It seemed like they were two 



leaders, but they were unfamiliar. They both led a group of people, meaning there were two 

organizations present. 

“The Garton Star System’s Black Star? I’ve heard of him.” 

“He came too.” 

“Did he not bring those undying mercenaries?” 

The crowd looked at Han Xiao with surprise and chatted among themselves. 

A member of the Purple Crystal Civilization got out of the spaceship and stood in front of Han Xiao. 

“Welcome, Black Star. I’m the one responsible for this operation, level 3 diplomat of Secret Service 

Department 4, Dodder.” 

“Hi.” Han Xiao nodded. “Where’s Ralph?” 

“His Excellency Ralph’s position is very high; I’m his subordinate’s subordinate. This operation does not 

require him to be in charge personally.” 

Ralph’s position was quite high in the Purple Crystal Civilization. What Han Xiao did not know was, of all 

the people who were invited to this operation, he was the only one that had been invited by Ralph 

personally. The others only had contact with Dodder. 

This special treatment was because Han Xiao had attended the Tyrant’s party before. To Ralph, Black 

Star was a member of the upper-class social circle, so he personally involved himself in this small 

operation that he did not need to be bothered about, showing that he took Han Xiao seriously. 

“There are three organizations that are going to be working together for this operation. Let me 

introduce you to the other two.” 

Dodder took Han Xiao over and introduced him to the leaders of the other two organizations. 

“This is Jayne, a strong Esper. The others call him ‘Seaquake’. This is Gadeli. His nickname is ‘Hundred 

Rounds Cannon’. He’s a Cannon Master.” 

The two of them sized Han Xiao up and shook hands with him respectfully. 

Jayne and Gadeli’s equipment was very sophisticated, especially Gadeli’s. His battle suit was made of 

super-nanotechnology. Han Xiao could see that this battle suit had very strong shapeshifting capabilities 

from a glance. This guy was a Cannon Master, so he might have turned his trump card firearms into 

parts of the battle suit and wore it on his body. 

Han Xiao had never heard of the two of them before, so he told Phillip to do a search. He then realized 

that the two of them were not mercenaries but small private military organizations only formed a few 

years ago and had a rather small size. 

Speaking of which, the Black Star Army had only been formed for a couple of years, yet it had risen 

extremely quickly at an unmatched speed. 



In Galaxy, the number of such organizations was right below mercenary groups. There were various 

reasons that these organizations were formed, but it could be mostly categorized under two reasons. 

One was for private reasons; these organizations had their own goal and did not accept requests. 

The other was similar to mercenaries but did not accept public hires like normal mercenaries. They only 

accepted private invitations or looked for long-term partners. Hence, they were not a part of the 

mercenary industry. They had much stricter regulations toward their members compared to mercenary 

groups. The Bloodshed Land belonged to this category. 

Usually, as long as the organizer had enough money and strength, forming a private military was simple. 

The strength of the leader was the ceiling of the private military—those created by Calamity Grades 

were the comparatively stronger ones. Jayne and Gadeli had both formed such organizations. Their 

active areas were in Star Systems rather far away, so their name was unheard by Han Xiao. However, 

they had both heard Han Xiao’s name before. It was clear which one of them was more famous. 

This time, Jayne suddenly asked in a confused tone, “You came alone?” 

“I alone am enough.” Han Xiao smiled. As this was a sudden mission, he did not waste time to gather 

others. 

Jayne and Gadeli looked at each other with hidden joy in their eyes. 

They were new organizations, so this cooperative operation was a good opportunity to get in touch with 

the Purple Crystal Civilization. To the two of them, this was a competition for the opportunity to have a 

long-term partnership with the Purple Crystal Civilization. The other organizations were all competitors, 

so they had to perform well. 

Initially, when they saw Black Star, they had been very worried. If Black Star had brought the undying 

army under his command, the two of them would be completely unable to compete. 

However, now that they realized that Black Star had come alone, they felt relieved that they had the 

opportunity to put on a performance. 

After the introduction, Dodder took out the star map and explained the details of the operation. 

“We are currently in Star Zone 3 of the Thousand Lights Star System. The target is in Star Zone 7. 

According to the target’s movements, we can intercept them in Star Zone 9... 

“We have three Calamity Grade Supers and forty-four battleships. The target has sixty-five battleships, 

but some of them are civilian spaceships used as cover. Therefore, the actual combat capability of the 

enemies will be lower than that. The strength of their members is unknown. They entered the Colton 

Star Cluster from the desolate universe and did not go through any identity checks. They have also yet to 

stop and resupply along the way.” 

The others nodded. The intelligence network of the Purple Crystal Civilization covered the entire Star 

Cluster—all they had to do was rush in. They had three Calamity Grades, so the enemy’s advantage of 

just more than twenty battleships was meaningless. 

“Just a small fleet...” Han Xiao raised his brows. He had initially thought it would be a high difficulty 

mission, but as it turned out, it was just clearing out some shrimps. Yet, the Purple Crystal Civilization 



had invited a few Calamity Grades for it. He felt that their main goal was probably to select some new 

private military organizations for future partnerships. 

Ding. 

A notification popped up on the interface. 

 

You have triggered the mission [Purple Crystal Civilization’s Warning]! 

 

Han Xiao scanned through quickly and skipped the experience reward. Even the reward of more than a 

million Enas was not a big deal to him now. 

The only reward that he felt was actually valuable was the Faction Contribution Point of the Purple 

Crystal Civilization, which was 330 points. 

The higher level the faction was, the more difficult it was to obtain its Favorability. However, due to Han 

Xiao’s pile of Legendary Points and titles, his current relationship with the Purple Crystal Civilization was 

not the initial [Indifferent] but [Neutral], so he had a starting Favorability of 450. 

In order to obtain Cutting-Edge Knowledge, farming Faction Favorability was the method with the 

highest odds of success. 

This time, Dodder suddenly thought of something. 

“By the way, one more thing. The Star System Civilization ruling the Thousand Lights Star System 

requested backup from the Purple Crystal Civilization. One of the strongest people in their territory has 

gone missing, so they requested that we help them find him. The missing person is called Kernid, 

nickname Dark Purple Warlock. This is what he looks like. If you happen to discover any clues, do 

remember to tell me.” 

Han Xiao was stunned for a moment. The name sounded very familiar. 

Kernid seemed to be one of the names on the hunting list. 

Han Xiao kept this in mind. 

... 

The target of the cooperative operation—the fleet that was disguised as galactic travelers—was slowly 

moving through Star Zone 9 of the Thousand Lights Star System. 

In the command room of the main ship, the captain, Bret, was recording the various data. 

“Voyage dairy K-003015: It has been 134 days since entering the Colton Star Cluster. Everything is 

normal at the moment. Currently carrying out the 6th data collection. The scouting area is the Thousand 

Lights Star System. The transfer of data for civilization development, civilian planet ecologies, security, 

and the others have been completed. The next station is the core area of the Colton Star Cluster, the 

White Ceiling Star System. We will gather intelligence on the Purple Crystal Civilization there.” 



After the voyage dairy was sent out, the system completely destroyed its data. 

Bret rubbed his eyes and soothed his tiredness. 

“Alert! Alert! An unknown fleet is approaching!” 

At this time, the lights inside the room turned bright red. The alarm of the spaceship artificial 

intelligence rang and instantly alerted Bret. He rushed to the radar screen, where an unknown fleet was 

shown to be heading directly toward them and would soon enter their vision. 

“Send a message to them and ask about their entity,” Bret yelled. “Tell them we’re just galactic 

travelers.” 

However, like throwing a pebble into the sea, the message got no reply at all. 

Very soon, the fleet appeared and, without any hesitation, started firing at Bret’s fleet. The battle 

erupted in an instant! 

 

“They’re not galactic pirates; we’ve been targeted!” Bret was experienced. He instantly knew that this 

would not end well for them. 

Being very decisive, Bret ordered to counter-attack while recording a video and sending it back to his 

organizations, letting the headquarters know who these enemies were. 

This fleet that suddenly attacked belonged to Han Xiao and the others. Jayne and Gadeli were 

commanding the fleet and fighting with the enemy. The Blacklight Stealth was watching from the side. 

In the cockpit, Han Xiao looked at the battlefield and squinted. 

“Although the enemies are not much of a threat, it is a good opportunity to test my new weapon.” 

As he thought, Han Xiao switched to autopilot and walked to the ejection area in the middle of the ship. 

Berserk Ape quickly covered his body as he directly jumped into space. 

The difference between Han Xiao’s size and the battleships’ was like the difference between an ant and 

an elephant. However, the next moment, the light of Mechanical Force flashed. Countless mechanical 

parts expanded from within the Berserk Ape mechanical suit, and compressed orbs opened up one after 

another. 

In the blink of an eye, a more than thirty-meter-tall Giant Soldier mechanical suit was assembled. Its size 

was not much different from small assault ships. The huge energy wave attracted the attention and 

surprised both sides of the battle. 

Giant Soldier, Ship Destroyer, Gen 3 Improved Version! 

In the past two years, after obtaining the various High-End Knowledges, Han Xiao had finally reverse 

engineered the blueprint of spaceships and learned to build battleships. With this technology, he had 

improved the Ship Destroyer blueprint that Carroll had lost to him. He had enhanced it two times and 

updated many parts of it. Compared to the first generation, the third generation Ship Destroyer looked 



much more aesthetically pleasing. From a tube-shaped body, it became human-shaped, possessing four 

limbs and a head. 

Giant Soldier mechanical suits were made for galactic battles, so their performances were all very high. 

With Han Xiao’s Mechanical Force bonuses, this Giant Soldier was terrifyingly strong. Other than Virtual 

Intrusion, Han Xiao now had a more direct method to battle in space. 

Inside the cockpit of the Gen 3 Ship Destroyer, Han Xiao completed the nerve connection. The giant 

mechanical suit became as easy to control as his arms and legs, and the small burden it brought to Han 

Xiao’s mind was nothing to someone as strong as him. Han Xiao could not help but feel a little nostalgic. 

“It’s been so long since I piloted a large mechanical suit. I wonder if I got rusty.” 

Bret’s eyes opened extremely wide. His voice was breaking as he said, “It’s a Giant Soldier mechanical 

suit! Focus fire on it and destroy it!” 

Every qualified commander knew what a Giant Soldier could do in galactic battles. Compared to bulky 

battleships, the mobility of the Giant Soldier mechanical suits was a nightmare for the entire fleet. As 

soon as a Giant Soldier appeared in galactic battles, they would definitely become the primary target. 

Countless missiles rocketed through space and expanded in Han Xiao’s eyes, yet a sense of anticipation 

for battle appeared on Han Xiao’s face. 

With just a thought, the three-dimensional mechanical body of the Gen 3 Ship Destroyer activated. Like 

a bullet, it entered the rain of fire, barely dodging the attacks one after another while the high level 

energy shield blocked the stray attacks. 

The Great Mechanic Han’s piloting skills had been honed by countless battles. Only a Giant Soldier 

mechanical suit could allow him to express his real skills. 

The huge mechanical suit moved like a shadow, quickly closing in on the enemy fleet. 

This time, two enormous cannon barrels extended from behind Gen 3 Ship Destroyer and mounted on 

both of its shoulders. They fired thick, massive beams of hot energy cannons, shaking up the shields of 

many enemy ships with every shot. 

Then, four enormous hovering guards appeared, circling around the Gen 3 Ship Destroyer as a means of 

protection as well as to counter-attack. 

The moment Han Xiao took out the Giant Soldier mechanical suit, the focus of the entire battlefield had 

been on him! 

After some time, the Gen 3 Ship Destroyer finally approached an enemy ship at the edge of their 

formation and was stopped by the spaceship’s shield. This time, the space around the Gen 3 Ship 

Destroyer suddenly looked bent and twisted. Han Xiao had activated the anti-shield impact waves. The 

shield of the enemy ship in front of him suddenly became dim and started flickering. Its defense was 

tremendously reduced. 

Han Xiao had not wasted his time over the prior two years. He had spent a huge amount of Experience 

and built countless pieces of new equipment. A lot of different technology had gone into the Gen 3 Ship 

Destroyer. 



The next moment, a Thermal Chainsaw extended from the Gen 3 Ship Destroyer’s hand, slashed down, 

and cut the enemy ship right in front of it in half like cutting through tofu, leaving a hot, red light at the 

fracture. 

Time seemed to stop for an instant. 

The next moment, the enemy ship that was split in half exploded into fireworks. If not for the vacuum 

environment, the sound of the explosion would have been deafening. 

Looking at the blinding explosion, Jayne and Gadeli’s faces uncontrollably twitched. 

There was no way their performances could be better than Black Star’s Giant Soldier mechanical suit. 

Just as Black Star had said, it was indeed enough for him to come alone without bringing any troops. 

“How much money did it cost to build this Giant Soldier?” Jayne murmured. 

Gadeli clenched his teeth in envy. Jealousy had turned his expression twisted. “Damn, it must be good to 

be rich!” 

Chapter 633: Formation of the Organization, an Assault Invitation 

 

There was no suspense in that crushing battle. With Bret’s troops being completely destroyed, the 

battlefield that was crisscrossed with artillery fire turned completely silent, with corpses and metal 

debris floating all around. 

Han Xiao had cooperated with the forces of Jayne and Gadeli, driving the 3rd Generation Ship Destroyer 

straight into the enemy’s fleet like a knife to vegetables. The enemy fleet had no way to retaliate. After 

all, he currently possessed two interstellar combat methods. Virtual Intrusion served as internal 

disturbance, whereas driving the Giant Soldier was just mindless violence. 

For such a small fry, why was there a need to utilize Virtual Intrusion? Just cut through them like a hot 

knife through butter, that would be more enjoyable. 

In the past, Han Xiao had seen battlefields where thousands of battleships bombarded each other and 

had even participated in such battles himself. Compared to the large-scale artillery warfare density, this 

small-scale operation did not give him any pressure. There was no difficulty in controlling his mechanical 

suit to avoid and hide. 

The 3rd Generation Ship Destroyer was also a crucial factor. Han Xiao had spent a lot of effort to perfect 

the blueprint of this giant mechanical suit. He had lost count how much materials he had poured into it. 

This sort of ship destroyers would show the greatest effect in such small-scale interstellar warfare. A 3rd 

Generation Ship Destroyer cost at least 3.5 million Enas, which was more than some small high-end 

battleships. If it was the him two years ago, this sum of money would have hurt him. 

But right now, it only made a sizeable dent. 

The ability of the Black Star Army to rake in gold could even destroy Floating Dragon Island. Han Xiao 

faintly remembered that the last time he checked the account balance, there seemed to be more than 



80 million Enas worth of liquid funds, and their fixed assets were several times that number. This was far 

less when compared to a financial group, but he could be considered a young and promising leek scholar 

[1. Loosely translated, it refers to an organization that profits off dumping of stocks and shares to force a 

drop in the market before capitalizing on it.]. Oh no, a better word would be a powerful leader. 

Originally, Jayne and Gadeli’s troops were supposed to be the main attackers, but the moment Han Xiao 

entered the battle, he immediately snatched away their position as he dominated the fight. They ended 

up only being able to contain the enemy and watch the whole process. Watching Han Xiao control the 

Giant Soldier, his style gave them a deep impression, which could be summed up as... 

Stylish! 

Luxurious! 

Mischievous! 

The Third Generation Ship Destroyer had also received some minor damage, along with losing a large 

amount of its fuel in just this short battle time. Han Xiao retreated in the 3rd Generation Ship Destroyer, 

returning to the Blacklight Stealth and regrouping with Jayne and Gadeli. The three of them left the 

crime scene as one whole, heading toward the nearest unmanned planet for a rest. 

“You guys did a good job.” Dodder contacted the trio, praising their success. 

The reward was already transferred into each person’s accounts, and Han Xiao received a notification to 

show that his mission had been completed. The Favorability of the Purple Crystal Civilization had also 

risen slightly as a result. 

“Everyone should have some sort of speculation in their hearts. That’s right—this was a simple test for 

us to select some reliable unofficial armies to cooperate with us. You have all demonstrated your 

strength, and we hope to have a happy cooperation in the future.” 

Jayne and Gadeli immediately exclaimed. They had thought that since their limelight had been stolen 

away by Black Star, they would no longer have an opportunity. Thus, they got excited. 

“With the chaos present in the Shattered Star Ring during the past two years, we think that the future 

will be host to even more unpredictable and complex dangers,” Dodder explained. “Thus, we have 

planned to secretly form an organization of various armies. We’re looking for more people of your 

caliber to cooperate with us, to defend the Colton Star Cluster in secret. As for the specifics, I can’t 

disclose them to you yet, but what I can reveal is that we’re building a secret army, and all of you are 

potential candidates.” 

A secret organization comprised of various armies? 

Han Xiao perked up. He recalled which storyline this was at last. 

In Version 3.0 ‘Crimson Tide’, due to the flurry of activity all around, joining a faction had become a sort 

of culture. It was not just the Purple Crystal Civilization, but many Star Cluster Civilizations also recruited 

various armed forces to aid them in times of need, creating a secret organization much akin to the 

Protectors. 



For example, the Shattered Star Ring Mercenary Alliance in Version 3.0 was one of such products of 

combining various armed forces. 

The allied organizations would form the basis of the factions that the players could join in on Version 

3.0, and their choices were plenty. 

Han Xiao recalled that the organization formed by the Purple Crystal Civilization was codenamed 

‘Section Zero’. It referred to the hidden organizations and departments of the Purple Crystal Civilization. 

The members within were strong and came from various galaxies, accepting a long-term employment 

from the Purple Crystal Civilization in exchange for resources. 

In other words, both Jayne and Gadeli would likely be comrades in the future. 

Han Xiao would never reject such a good deal, and furthermore, he would still have to approach the 

Purple Crystal Civilization in order to obtain the Cutting-Edge Knowledge he required. Just his title as a 

member of Section Zero would net him quite a few benefits. This was a connection to having a long-

term cooperation with a Star Cluster Civilization. 

In his previous life, when the players entered Version 3.0, the joint organizations had already been 

formed way ahead of time. What the players gazed on was merely the end product, but what was 

before Han Xiao right now was the early stage of the preparation for the joint organizations. This was 

obviously a bigger opportunity for him! 

Even without his shameless self-recommendation, the Purple Crystal Civilization already had him in their 

sights. His position today would not have been possible without all his hard work to manage his faction 

as well as the blood, sweat, and tears of the players. 

If he could become the main force behind Section Zero, this would be akin to raising his reputation in 

the Shattered Star Ring, which would boost his name to become one of the first-rate organizations 

within the Colton Star Cluster. 

This was his own shortcut to a higher level of prestige! 

“If I receive a reasonable pay for my efforts, I would be pleased to,” Han Xiao replied. 

Jayne and Gadeli also recovered from their ecstasy and hurriedly replied, expressing their willingness to 

join in this organization. 

“You will not be disappointed with the remuneration. At present, the organization is still in selection. 

When it is formally established, there will be many huge missions,” Dodder replied. 

This move from the Purple Crystal Civilization was akin to military conscription on Earth. The Purple 

Crystal Civilization initially had a fixed number of organizations that were in cooperation with it, but in 

the past two years, Klent had been restless, which had led to the Purple Crystal Civilization having a 

premonition that there would be a conflict with them sooner or later. As the conflict intensified, there 

was a chance of a secret war happening. 

The so-called secret war was merely both sides screaming at each other to ‘come get a piece of me’, yet 

refusing to declare war on each other. Instead, they would secretly use their affiliated organizations to 



attack the other party, cutting off their wings. This is a torturous method under the Peace Treaty, where 

the killing and killed was all borne by the allied organizations. 

Of course, the Star Cluster Civilizations knew the theory that if you wished to have good race horses, you 

had to allow the horses to graze. They were immensely generous with their benefits and were able to 

support the resource needs for the allied organizations. It could be said that as long as an organization 

could survive this secret war and cooperate as the pawns of the civilization, they would face a 

qualitative change and rush toward the sky in one shot. 

Han Xiao understood the idea of the Purple Crystal Civilization. If he wished to develop and aim higher, 

it would be impossible to do so without facing danger. While he had a good organization at the moment, 

expansion would not happen on its own. Han Xiao knew that he had to correct his position at any given 

time. 

Unless Ames became a collaborator with the Purple Crystal Civilization, he would not have enough 

leverage nor say when against a Star Cluster Civilization. He had not reached a point where he could 

haggle with a civilization of that level. The Purple Crystal Civilization was not begging him to join, but 

rather, this was a chance for him to properly develop his forces, which was essentially a fair deal. 

As long as the reward was enough, he did not mind fighting for them. Right now, he was no longer the 

past self where he was weak and needed to be careful with every step. With enough strength and 

capabilities, he could bravely charge in. 

Unlike Jayne and Gadeli who had expressions of joy, Han Xiao had already begun to deduce the 

consequences of his every choice. 

A secret war... Han Xiao stroked his chin. 

This was one of the most important storylines for Version 3.0. If one ignored the complicated interests 

behind Crimson Tide, the theme of Version 3.0 could be summarized in one word: fighting! 

The various allied organizations would be in conflict with each other, and Section Zero would also have 

to face off against the Klent Kingdom many times. They certainly would not be excluded from the 

battlefield. 

As long as the Tyrant did not appear, everything could be settled. He was not afraid of any other muscle-

heads at all, and he had never been afraid of people at the same level as him. 

Swoo! 

At this time, the sound of a spaceship passing by was suddenly heard above them. Han Xiao stopped his 

communication and quickly looked up, seeing a small and exquisitely designed single-person spaceship. 

It was not known when this spaceship had entered the planet. 

“Coincidentally here to collect some resources?” Jayne asked. 

“Unclear.” Gadeli shook his head in return. 

 



The single person spaceship’s hatch opened, and a woman dressed in white robes floated out in midair, 

with a white colored cat mask on her face. She surveyed the surroundings with a cold expression. 

“Who are you?” Gadeli shouted out. Toward this uninvited guest, he could not help being vigilant upon 

feeling the powerful fluctuations coming from her. 

This was a Calamity Grade Super! 

Shana ignored him, instead looking around before her gaze landed on Han Xiao. She blandly asked, 

“Black Star?” 

Han Xiao narrowed his eyes and did not answer. He faintly felt that this visitor had unkind intentions. 

“It doesn’t matter even if you do not answer. You can’t escape today.” Shana swept her eyes across 

before muttering to herself, “Three Calamity Grades, a little tough.” 

Ka ka ka! 

The next instant, Shana moved. From the time she showed herself till she attacked, it did not even take 

ten seconds! 

She reached out, and the dozens of spaceships parked on the surface immediately turned into metal 

fragments. The spaceships violently exploded, and the fragments were transformed into a metal storm 

grinder. In a split second, the subordinates of Jayne and Gadeli were sliced into minced meat. 

Gadeli was furious, and the battle suit on his body resonated like a giant wave. Nanoparticles gathered 

in his hands, turning into a giant firearm. The muzzle of the firearm fired toward Shana, and the cannon 

rays were extremely strong, incorporating all of his Mechanical Force. 

Dong! Dong! 

A sudden fierce battle unfolded! 

Shana pointed, and an invisible magnetic field shield appeared around her. The defense of the shield 

was quite strong, and even after the flames from the explosion covered the body, they were all isolated 

outside of the magnetic field, leaving her unharmed. Then, Shana gripped with her hand. 

Bang! 

The huge firearm in Gadeli’s hands immediately disintegrated, turning back into nanoparticles like sand 

falling off from one’s hands. 

Magnetic Field Control and Metal Manipulation‽ Han Xiao’s expression contorted. This uninvited guest 

had come here to deal with him and could completely restrain any Mechanics. It was unknown where 

she came from. As he thought, the only thing he could link it to was the hunting list. 

It can’t be. How is there so much of a coincidence? Han Xiao was surprised. He secretly wondered how 

the enemy was able to discover his location. 

Only he was involved in the operation this time, and those who could leak the report, other than the 

Purple Crystal Civilization, would only be his comrades, Jayne and Gadeli... 



No, there was another possibility! 

Han Xiao thought of the fleet that he had annihilated previously. Before they got destroyed, they had 

sent the intelligence out. Could it be that this mysterious hunter was associated with Klent? 

Whoosh! 

The huge metal fragments shot toward his head with a whistling sound, distracting him from his 

thoughts. It was not the time to consider such factors. Han Xiao wanted to use the Berserk Ape, but 

upon recalling the abilities of the enemy, he frowned and could only remove the thought of using his 

Mechanical suit. He relied on his own body to dodge the fragments, escaping far away. 

The metal fragments slammed into the ground, creating a large pit and scattering stones everywhere. 

Shana had faced everyone alone, but with just a few finger movements, she had already destroyed the 

army of Gadeli and flung him away hand. Seeing this, Jayne’s face lost all color. The battle capabilities of 

this uninvited guest had far outstripped her expectations! 

Han Xiao had a headache. Facing such an opponent, the Mechanic profession was bound to have its 

arms tied behind its back. The many methods at his disposal would all be easily resolved by the other 

party, causing him to lose a lot of money. 

This was by far the enemy that most countered his abilities! 

Metal Manipulation is the kryptonite of the Mechanics. This woman probably also has a battle capability 

at Grade A+. If this carries on, the situation won’t be good... 

Chapter 634: The Calamity Battle 

 

Every class had its nemesis. 

Among them, the Esper class was the most unique—they could sometimes be the nemeses of the other 

four classes, but the other classes might also sometimes be their nemeses. This was all because of the 

randomness of Esper abilities. 

In the five Super classes, Espers’ pros were just as clear as their cons. Their combat capability was almost 

solely dependent on their different Esper abilities. Also, their class knowledge tree was very 

straightforward, such as enhancing Esper ability’s strength, range, accuracy, and so on. 

Espers could shine brightly in one aspect and lack in others; all their abilities had their limitations. 

For example, teleportation lacked defense, high speed recovery lacked the ability to deal damage, and 

prophecy... well, no need to rub salt in the wound. 

Of course, these were all rather extreme examples of Esper abilities, which explained the clear 

distinction of Espers’ pros and cons. To the players, the gaming experience would, of course, be greatly 

enhanced if one could obtain a special type of Esper ability. There were tons of players who topped up 

real money into their accounts to buy Esper Gene Awakening Potions. 



Other than the lucky ones, some unlucky but rich ones would keep creating new accounts and use Gene 

Awakening Potions till they got an Esper ability that they are satisfied with. 

During the team battles in the Pro League, forming teams that could counter the opponents was also a 

strategic focus. 

For an Esper with the ability to control metal and the magnetic field, of course, they would not be much 

of a problem at all to Pugilists and Mages. However, it just so happened that someone like that was the 

nemesis of Mechanics. It would be a lie to say Han Xiao was not troubled. 

Although, as a Mechanic, his energy had magnetic attributes as well, his ability to control the magnetic 

field was far from that of the enemy, who had the Esper genes to do so. 

The Mechanical Force was more focused on enhancing machines; controlling the magnetic field was just 

a bonus. The most he could do was disrupt the opponent’s Esper ability. In order to completely nullify 

the opponent’s magnetic field, more specific machines would be needed. 

In an instant, Han Xiao looked at the battle information and knew that the opponent’s name was Shana. 

Shockingly, her level was a question mark. Han Xiao was already level 170. Even if Shana was not Grade 

A+, she would not be far from it. The huge difference between their strength was very difficult to 

overcome. 

“Risda, leave the battlefield!” 

Han Xiao dodged the attacks from shattered metal and ordered Risda. If the Blacklight Stealth was torn 

apart, it would be a huge loss. 

The Blacklight Stealth quickly ascended and was about to accelerate and leave the battlefield. 

Unbothered by this, Shana reached out her hand and aimed at the Blacklight Stealth as she was about to 

clench her fist, crushing Han Xiao’s spaceship just like she did to the other spaceships. 

Bang! 

The next moment, a while colored shadow of a man clashed toward her like a meteor, dragging a 

lightning-like tail behind. It broke the sound barrier and bashed heavily right onto Shana’s magnetic field 

shield. 

The invisible magnetic field shield was dented, and it bounced the white shadow out like it was elastic. 

Shana was not hurt, but she was sent flying a short distance away by the clash. She quickly controlled 

the metal on her and stabilized herself midair. She looked down at the white shadow. 

In her eyes, Han Xiao wore a bone white mechanical suit. It was the Void Dragon mechanical suit that he 

had not used for a long time. 

This person’s Esper ability counters me, so I can only use non-metallic weapons... Han Xiao thought. 

The metal content of the Void Dragon mechanical suit was very low. Although its attributes could not 

match up to a battle between Calamity Grades, at least it was not as restricting as the Berserk Ape, so it 

was barely usable. 



Most of his machinery was made with alloys—non-metallic machinery might only make up ten percent 

of them. 

Many machines had very strict requirements on their materials; high density and non-metallic materials 

that could replace alloys were very difficult to fuse. Depending on different materials, the machinery’s 

attributes would be different as well. Before meeting an enemy that could control metal, it was clear 

that alloys were the most suitable choice. 

If alloys could not be used, carbon nanotubes would be a very good choice as well. However, Han Xiao’s 

previous opponent was Ember. 

Even if he had to build machines that could deal with this situation, he would have to do it after this 

battle ended. Hence, most of Han Xiao’s main machines, as well as his Army Style, could not be used 

unless he ignored the loss that he would incur. 

From the way he saw it, the current situation was far from that desperate. 

Test her limits first. Han Xiao squinted. 

Using the instant when Shana was distracted, Risda accelerated and successfully escaped the battlefield, 

avoiding the fate of being turned into scrap metal. 

All the rest of the spaceships were crushed into pieces by Shana and formed into a metal storm, directly 

going toward Han Xiao. 

Other than the three Calamity Grades including Han Xiao, everyone else died without any ability to fight 

back. These Grade C warriors in metal battle suits were crushed by their own battle suits. 

Whoosh! 

Han Xiao dashed through the metal storm, deftly dodging the attacks. The cannon in his palm kept firing 

at Shana, but the Void Jet Sprays could not penetrate Shana’s magnetic field shield. 

At this time, Jayne clenched his teeth and yelled, “Ha!” 

His shirt shattered into pieces, revealing his muscular body. His body was vibrating at a high frequency. 

The air around him trembled, the vibration transferred into the ground below, and the cracks on the 

ground rapidly expanded. 

Right after that, Jayne slammed his palm toward Shana, who was in midair. 

Boom! 

An invisible vibrating wave headed directly to Shana. Everywhere it passed, the air was bent, outlining 

an oval shape. 

Shana frowned slightly as she moved sideways in midair, dodging the attack. 

Jayne was the only one present who was not countered. Han Xiao looked over. Jayne’s upper body was 

naked, and his long chest hair was flowing and vibrating with the air. 

That’s some macho heart-protecting chest hair! 



This time, a sudden mission popped up on the interface. 

 

You have triggered the hidden Grade A Chain Mission [Prey]! 

Mission Introduction: You have become the prey of a terrifying organization. They will try to hunt you 

again and again till they succeed. Don’t think about escaping; their background is beyond your 

imagination. You have no choice. Keep struggling. By becoming stronger through these battles, you may 

have a tiny chance. 

First Round: Defeat Shana 

Reward: 37,000,000 Experience. Draw one of Shana’s ability or talent 

 

Han Xiao saw the mission introduction and thought, A horrifying organization? Interesting. 

He remembered the storyline in his previous life; however, Shana could not fit into any organization in 

his memory. It seemed like it was a hidden organization that the players in his previous life had no 

contact with. Their hunting targets were all renowned Grade As, so it would make sense if the players 

did not know about them at that time. 

This thought flashed past during the battle. The three of them attacked Shana together. 

Both Jayne and Gadeli were Calamity Grades. There was no need for words; they could easily cooperate 

with Han Xiao. 

Since there were helpers, there was no reason for Han Xiao not to make use of them. He took on the job 

of direct battle, standing before the metal storm and attacking Shana’s magnetic field shield. Jayne took 

on the job of the main attacker; his vibration attacks were quite threatening and forced Shana to keep 

dodging. As for Gadeli, he did not come closer after being blasted away. He went dozens of miles away 

and made use of his ranged attack strength as a Cannon Master by attacking from afar. 

Tens of miles was nothing to Grade A Cannon Masters; his accuracy was still very high, and he could still 

shoot from even further away. His nickname ‘Hundred Rounds Cannon’ explained his attack frequency. 

The nonstop ranged attacks caused Shana quite a lot of trouble. She wanted to deal with Gadeli but was 

limited by Han Xiao. 

Boom! 

The three of them were embroiled in the fight. The power of Calamity Grade attacks was very high. The 

ground cracked, and explosions continuously occurred. 

They were in a stalemate; Shana was quite irritated. 

Bret, who had been crushed by Han Xiao and the others, was actually a member of an intelligence 

organization under the Bloodshed Land. He had received a mission from Klent to come to Colton and 

gather intelligence. It just so happened that the organization Shana belonged to had a special 

relationship with Klent, and she happened to be in this area after capturing Kernid. After Bret was 



attacked, the intelligence organization that he was in had informed Shana, who was nearby, to rescue 

them. 

However, Shana had arrived too late, but she did discover Black Star. Hence, she changed the goal and 

targeted Black Star. The way she saw it, Black Star had presented himself to her, so she did not have to 

go all the way to the Garton Star System to find him anymore. 

Shana had been confident in dealing with Black Star, so she had never expected to end up in such a 

tough battle. 

Bret’s intelligence did not include Jayne and Gadeli’s information. As Han Xiao had quickly eliminated 

the fleet with the Ship Destroyer, the two of them did not act. Hence, they were unexpected backup for 

Han Xiao. 

“The game has ended.” 

Shana did not want to waste any more time. She yelled coldly before suddenly placing her hands on the 

ground, fully activating her Esper ability. 

Rumble! 

The ground started trembling violently. 

The next moment, something shocking happened! 

Dozens of miles away, holes suddenly started to appear on the ground. Almost a hundred gigantic 

snakes made of metallic dust soared up from the ground. They were all more than ten meters wide and 

almost endlessly long. 

The ground was suddenly filled with holes! 

The next second, almost a hundred gigantic metal snakes flew up and rushed toward Han Xiao and the 

other two. 

Controlling the magnetic field of a planet and using the metallic elements underground... Horrifying 

ability strength. 

Han Xiao felt it was quite a difficult situation. Espers that could control metal definitely needed metal to 

make use of their ability. With only those spaceship pieces, Shana was not very threatening. However, 

her ability was strong enough to control the magnetic field of the planet. This meant that the entire 

planet was Shana’s armory. 

She was indeed a calamity! 

Gadeli’s eyes opened wide. He quickly wanted to back away but was caught by two gigantic metal 

snakes. One of the snakes swallowed Gadeli, then the two snakes fused into a hundred-meter-wide 

metal ball, falling right down onto the ground. 

Ka ka ka! 

The sphere kept squeezing its interiors and increasing its density, trapping Gadeli inside. This was an 

attack that Shana loved to use. 



Seeing this situation, Jayne’s fists slammed down onto the ground, clearly using some kind of ability. A 

ring of shockwave expanded on the ground. 

Boom! 

 

The vibration triggered chain reactions, and the ground started rapidly trembling at a much higher 

frequency. An earthquake appeared in this area, and countless gigantic metal snakes were shattered 

into metallic dust. 

The movement caused by this attack was humongous. Further away, a huge fissure appeared in the 

ground as if the planet had opened its mouth. 

Boom! 

The shockwave hit the metallic sphere that trapped Gadeli. The next second, the sphere was shattered 

into pieces, and Gadeli quickly escaped. 

Han Xiao was surprised. Jayne’s destructive power gave him quite a shock. His nickname ‘Seaquake’ was 

indeed accurate. There were practically no Grade A Espers that were weak. After all, if one’s Esper 

ability potential could not reach A, that person would never reach Grade A. 

Bang bang bang! 

Shana and Jayne did not hold back at all. The battlefield kept shifting, and everything with hundreds of 

miles was turned into ruins and shattered, like a disaster crawling through the planet surface. 

However, although it caused a lot of destruction, Shana was hovering in the air. The earthquakes had 

almost no effect on her. She had the absolute upper ground. 

Glancing at Han Xiao, who was dodging around far away, a shade of disdain flashed past Shana’s eyes. 

She shook her head. 

Although Black Star was the target on the list, he had almost no sense of presence, much worse than 

Jayne’s. On the other hand, Jayne seemed more qualified to be a target. 

Shana was somewhat disappointed. The rumors said that Black Star was very strong, but she now felt 

that it was exaggerated. 

However, she then realized that her ability countered Black Star so heavily, so it was normal for Black 

Star to not be able to fight back. 

If these two guys were not here, it wouldn’t be this troublesome. 

Shana frowned. As long as she could get rid of Jayne and Gadeli, Black Star would be a piece of cake. 

However, she had a new plan. Jayne was quite strong and would sooner or later be on the list, so she 

decided she might as well capture both Black Star and Jayne. 

As for that Cannon Master, she did not feel that capturing him would be of any use. 



At this time, Jayne’s defense showed a tiny flaw. Shana accurately captured the opportunity, and the 

gigantic metal snakes instantly surrounded Jayne and turned into a sphere. Jayne kept vibrating from 

within, wanting to break the cell. However, Shana used most of her attention on her; she controlled tens 

of metal snakes and made them part of the sphere one after another. 

The huge sphere kept shrinking as its density kept increasing. Its ability to resist vibrations grew stronger 

and stronger, and the frequency of the vibration kept decreasing. Finally, Jayne could not move 

anymore. 

Done! Shana’s eyes sparkled. To her, controlling Jayne meant that this battle had ended. Black Star did 

not have any strong backup, so she could capture him easily. 

Shana turned around, her vision penetrated the dust everywhere and stared at Han Xiao. “Your helper is 

no more. Now it’s your turn.” 

Han Xiao suddenly stopped and stood opposite Shana. 

Just as Shana thought that Han Xiao had given up resisting, Han Xiao suddenly laughed. 

“You’re right, it’s my turn.” 

Hum! 

The next second, continuous sounds of explosions came from above. 

Shana quickly looked up. 

Fifty ‘stars’ were falling down at an unbelievable speed above her head. 

These ‘stars’ were all Eye of God’s attacks. One beam from the energy cannon was almost eight meters 

wide! 

Shana’s pupils rapidly constricted. 

All she had time to do was form a magnetic field shield. The next moment, fifty satellite cannons’ attacks 

plummeted! 

Boom! 

The deafening sound of explosions spread everywhere! 

The impact waves blew everything around them away. Gadeli was sent flying far away, and the metal 

sphere trapping Jayne was shot up and crashed into a mountain more than 10 kilometers away. 

A bright mushroom cloud rose from the ground. It was white everywhere and almost nothing was 

visible. 

Countless stones turned to ash, and the gigantic metal snakes melted into liquids. 

It was like the end of the world! 

Even in outer space, a bright red mushroom could be seen rising on the planet’s surface! 



It looked like Han Xiao was not doing much, but he had actually been giving orders to Risda, who had left 

the battlefield to plant the fifty Eye of Gods from the warehouse. One round of fire from those cannons 

was more than enough to destroy an entire city! 

The enemy had shown extraordinary abilities. It would be very difficult for him to defeat her even if he 

was very tanky. Only such strong firepower could decide the outcome of the battle. 

Han Xiao placed his hands on his waist and chuckled. 

“Did you really think I was out of my depths? Let me introduce the Tactical Support Style. I’m the 

representative of rascals.” 

Chapter 635 After I Plant a Ward on You, You Will Be My Teammate 

The Tactical Support Style was known for its powerful firepower beyond the battlefield. Han Xiao had a 

liking for this kind of style. In the two years’ time, he had built enough Eye of Gods and kept them in the 

Blacklight Stealth at all times. It was a necessity for family travels, killing, and robberies. 

The hot mushroom cloud was still continuously expanding, and a huge crater was created on the 

ground. 

Han Xiao did not waste any time. With the mechanical suit’s thruster accelerating, he advanced into the 

explosion area, heading right toward the bottom of the crater. 

The combat information notified him that Shana had kept fortifying her magnetic field shield and 

blocked a lot of the damage. With her equipment’s defense and her own resistance, this attack was not 

enough to heavily injure her. Furthermore, when the fifty Eye of Gods fired together, the attack was not 

concentrated enough, and a lot of its power was wasted. 

The most important effect of this attack was to temporarily turn the situation around, putting a stop to 

the opponent’s control of the battle. Han Xiao was not planning to give Shana any time to take a break, 

so he quickly advanced. As he entered the area, he saw Shana and her shield crushed into the soil. A 

semi-sphere magnetic field shield was at the bottom of the crater, very conspicuous among the flames 

and dust. 

Boom! 

At this time, Shana hastily looked up. Her mask was already destroyed, showing her face with a twisted 

expression. Blood flowed down from her forehead; her face was completely filled with murderous 

intent. As if she had expected Han Xiao to approach at this time, she pressed her hands on the ground. 

Suddenly, a metal particle fountain shot out from below Han Xiao and grabbed onto him. 

Grade A Supers all had rich combat experience. The instant Shana was attacked by Han Xiao, she had 

guessed what Han Xiao would do next. As she blocked the attack, she had also planted a trap and 

concentrated the metal particles under the ground around her. This was to capture Black Star, who was 

dodging her like a fly. 

However, the next moment, Han Xiao suddenly disappeared. 

Hu! 



Suddenly, the sound of wind appeared less than one meter behind Shana. Her senses told her that there 

was now another person in her magnetic field shield. 

Racial Talent-Advanced Void Travel! 

How did he enter here through the magnetic field shield? Shana’s expression drastically changed. Before 

she could turn around, the back of her head was grabbed by a big hand covered in a bone-white 

mechanical suit. An irresistible force exploded from within and pressed her face down into the soil. 

The next second, the gray light of Void Energy spilled out from within the Void Dragon mechanical suit 

and focused on Han Xiao’s arm. 

Maximum output Void Jet Spray! 

Boom! 

Void Jet Spray could be used continuously without any cooldown; the price of that was the increasing 

energy cost. Han Xiao did not hold back at all and almost finished up all the energy of the Void Dragon 

mechanical suit. 

During just the first spray, he had already activated the injection module inside the mechanical suit and 

injected a Genetic Medicine. In the last two years, he had captured countless galactic pirates. He had 

even changed the name of his private prison into “Galactic Pirates’ Warm Little House”. He had gathered 

a lot of Genetic Medicines that could cater to any situation. The temporary ability given by this medicine 

was that continuous attacks had a higher chance to cause the ‘stun’ effect. 

The chain Void Jet Sprays triggered this effect easily, and Shana entered the ‘Stunned’ status. Her brain 

was a mess, and she could not fight back at all. All she could do was take in Han Xiao’s storm of attacks 

as her body trembled. 

As the last spray ended, Shana was still in the ‘Stunned’ status and could not use her abilities. Without 

hesitation, Han Xiao immediately equipped Berserk Ape and entered the Berserk Overload Form! 

With his arms high above his head, blinding lightning energy formed on his fists. 

The next instant, his fists slammed down heavily! 

Bang! 

Lightning exploded like a spider web, and the bottom of the crater was once again filled with cracks! 

Han Xiao used everything he had on this attack. Berserk Ape’s (Power Detonation), his own (Gene 

Liberation), and the occasional critical damage triggered due to Shana’s ‘Stunned’ status. The damage 

multiplier was greater than ten! 

Ka! 

Even with the deafening sound of impact, Han Xiao could clearly hear Shana’s bones breaking below 

him. 



Han Xiao calmly grabbed onto Shana’s neck without mercy. He then took one step forward and turned 

rapidly, throwing Shana out like throwing a baseball. The moment Shana left his hand, a ring of impact 

waves appeared in the air. 

Berserk Throw! 

Hu! 

Shana was sent flying out like a cannon, flying out of the mushroom cloud in an instant, and kept getting 

further away, almost disappearing from Han Xiao’s vision. 

However, this combo had yet to end! 

As Shana was about to recover from being stunned while flying, tens of light suddenly appeared in the 

sky again. 

The second round of fire! 

Boom! 

The second mushroom cloud appeared. 

The impact wave arrived as expected. The mechanical suit on Han Xiao’s legs shapeshifted and grabbed 

tightly on the ground, preventing him from being blown away. 

Han Xiao waved his hand, and a huge square-shaped firearm appeared beside his feet. It was two 

meters tall and looked like a huge box. The top of the box had more than twenty openings. This was an 

explosives ejector. Han Xiao carried it on his shoulder with one hand and fired at the center area of the 

second mushroom cloud far away. 

Bang bang bang! 

Countless specially-made grenades arced through the air and landed on the target area, causing nonstop 

explosions. 

All these grenades were Mini Nuclear Grenades and Space Bending Bombs, and the clip was quickly 

emptied. 

Far away, Gadeli finally saved Jayne from the metal sphere. 

The two of them looked at this and simultaneously gulped. 

How brutal, this is a complete ravage... 

With the clip emptied, this combo dealt tons of damage. However, there was still no notification 

showing that the target had been killed. This meant Shana was still alive. As an almost Grade A+ Super, 

her ability to resist damage was also very strong. Han Xiao equipped Void Dragon once again, using his 

energy to recover some of the mechanical suit’s energy. 

Just as he was about to continue, Shana suddenly dashed out of the mushroom cloud from above, 

rapidly heading toward the sky. All the gigantic metal snakes followed behind and fused together, like a 

mountain rising from the ground. 



She’s escaping? Wait, no! She wants to destroy my satellite railguns. 

Han Xiao activated his thrusters and chased after Shana. 

The two of them headed toward the outer space. 

Damn it... Shana glanced at Han Xiao below her and clenched her teeth. 

She had suffered the most during the time she was stunned, and after the combo attack, she was quite 

heavily injured. Her left arm was soft and dangling. Its bones had shattered into some abstract artwork. 

Her left leg was also twisted unnaturally. The left side of her body had been heavily damaged by Han 

Xiao. Even she did not know how many of her ribs were still connected. Her chest and her back were in 

extreme pain. She was in a terrible state. 

It has been a very, very long time since she had been this badly injured. She was both shocked and 

furious. Shocked by Black Star’s suddenly explosive power and furious about how heavily injured she 

was. 

If Eliot was here... Shana unavoidably thought of her Mage partner and regretted doing this alone. This 

time, she had been overconfident. 

Although she was heavily injured, Shana had no intention of retreating. She planned to go to outer 

space and dismantle all of Black Star’s firepower support. This way, the fight would still be possible to 

win. 

In Han Xiao’s vision, the planet surface rapidly shrank. The two of them rocketed into the sky. He 

controlled all the Eye of Gods and aimed at Shana, firing one after another, hoping to slow her down. 

However, Shana was prepared. Her flight path had no pattern at all, and she never flew in a straight line. 

At the same time, she used the huge metal snakes as shields. The attacks from the railguns were either 

blocked or dodged by her. 

It seems like I can’t stop her... Han Xiao calmly analyzed. Without hesitation, he activated the return 

program of all the satellite railguns. The Eye of Gods flew back to the warehouse in the Blacklight Stealth 

one after another. He planned to let Risda take the weapons and escape the battlefield once again. With 

the Blacklight Stealth’s mobility, there would be nothing Shana could do. 

The two of them finally closed in on the edge of the atmosphere. Before them was pitch-black space. 

The Blacklight Stealth had already collected all the satellite railguns and was about to get away from this 

planet. 

 

Shana clenched her teeth, barely raised her right arm, and was about to activate her Esper ability. 

Han Xiao’s Advanced Void Travel was still in cooldown. He was just about to give Shana another Void Jet 

Spray when curved cannon light arrived from the surface and accurately landed on Shana. This time, she 

was not prepared at all. She was blown away and rolled in midair. 



On the ground, Gadeli was operating an enormous Sniper Railgun with both of his hands. This shot had 

come from him. As a Cannon Master, he brought along firearms that could cater to various situations. 

This enormous firearm was used for extreme long-distance sniping. 

Gadeli was a Grade A Cannon Master. Although he had been beaten up by Shana due to her Esper 

ability, he was not completely powerless. To snipe a target in outer space from the planet surface, even 

data such as the spinning speed of the planet had to be considered. However, with his level, this was 

just a regular thing to do. As long as the firearm had enough power, his sniping distance was extremely 

long. 

This shot prevented Shana from activating her ability. The Blacklight Stealth escaped Shana’s ability 

range within an instant. 

Shana barely stabilized her body in midair and glared at Han Xiao. She realized that the situation had 

become very difficult. 

In her current state, there was a very thin chance that she could defeat and capture the three Calamity 

Grades including Black Star. Shana started thinking about retreating. 

Shana did not want to risk her life for something that clearly had a very small chance of success. There 

was no need for that. Even if she failed this time, she could bring an ally and come back again. This 

failure would at most alert the target. 

However, in her eyes, even if Black Star was alert, it would be meaningless. She did not expose any 

information, so Black Star had no idea who was targeting him. 

All she had to do was bring a strong enough ally next time. In a battle where one side was 

overwhelmingly stronger, regardless of whether Black Star was prepared or not, he would still end up 

being defeated. 

Realizing this, Shana’s flames of fury dissipated, and she calmed down. 

She did not want to stay there any longer. She raised her hand, and the gigantic metal snake pounced 

right onto Han Xiao. She then summoned her single person capacity spaceship and quickly entered the 

cockpit. 

Han Xiao was held back by the gigantic metal snake and could not chase her, nor did he want to. The 

Void Dragon mechanical suit could not race with a spaceship, and Berserk Ape would be completely 

countered. It would indeed be very difficult for him to hold Shana back. 

Most importantly, although Shana was a rare tough enemy, Han Xiao did not want to kill Shana straight 

away. 

Shana’s spaceship quickly left. Before she entered hyperdrive, Han Xiao threw an Observer’s Mark on 

her. 

Without Shana’s control, the gigantic metal snakes shattered into pieces in an instant and fell to the 

ground like rain. 

Han Xiao hovered in midair, looking at the tracks left behind by Shana’s spaceship. He smirked. 



Making me your prey won’t be this easy... 

The mysterious organization that Shana belonged to had targeted him. Even if he killed Shana, there 

would still be strong enemies that came to chase after him. It would not solve the root of the problem. 

Currently, Han Xiao knew nothing of this mysterious organization. What he needed urgently was 

information. 

The Observer’s Mark was a perfect ability to steal intelligence. Letting Shana go was part of Han Xiao’s 

plan to catch the bigger fish. 

Finding out what this mysterious organization was, their size, and the location of their base—that was 

the key mission. After all, Han Xiao did not want to keep his guard up every single day, worrying about 

being attacked at any time. 

This mysterious organization was a ticking time bomb. In order to get rid of it, this was the most efficient 

method. 

Although this would mean he would have to face Shana, who countered him, in the future, Han Xiao 

decided to shift the focus of the machines that he would be building from now on. He planned to start 

building a lot of non-metallic machines, as well as special machines that were focused on controlling 

magnetic fields. This would minimize Shana’s ability against him. 

As long as a Mechanic was given enough time, they could counter anything. 

Nonetheless, that woman was quite strong. Without these two helpers, I would’ve had a very tough 

fight. 

Han Xiao took a deep breath. If it was a duel, with his blood mana cycle, the battle would have been a 

battle of stamina. There would be an extremely low chance that Shana would be able to defeat him. 

Nonetheless, he would have had a very difficult fight. Luckily, Jayne and Gadeli had helped him take on 

some of Shana’s power, so he had not been at a disadvantage the entire time. 

After defeating Shana, a notification popped up showing that the first round of the hidden Grade A 

Chain Mission (Prey] was complete, giving Han Xiao more than 30 million Experience. Han Xiao did not 

instantly draw Shana’s ability-Feidin was not beside him, so he had no confidence. 

I shall draw after returning to the base... Han Xiao shook his head. 

He could not be together with the Goddess of Luck no matter how hard she tried, but Feidin could make 

the Goddess of Luck willingly spread her legs. The treatment was just so different-it made him despair. 

Chapter 636 How Can One Draw a Prize Without Touching Feidin? 

Han Xiao lowered his head and took a look at the battlefield from high above. The ground was cracked 

up like a biscuit that had been stepped on. There were still two gigantic craters and a dust cloud that 

had not subsided. 

Han Xiao then flew back to ground and took the Void Dragon suit off. 



Jayne and Gadeli immediately came forward to welcome him. Both of them were covered completely in 

dust with Jayne being covered with injuries all over. 

“Black Star, did you get rid of that woman?” Jayne asked anxiously. 

“No, she managed to escape.” Han Xiao shook his head. 

“You were her target. Do you know who that woman 

is?” 

“I am not sure. This is the first time she’s attacked 

me.” 

Han Xiao knew that she was called Shana, but there was no need to let both of them know. 

Both of them were truly furious. They had met a calamity that did not have anything to do with them, 

and all of their subordinates and battleship fleet had been wiped out. 

However, it was useless for them to blame Black Star. Black Star was equally clueless and never intended 

to set them up. Besides, Black Star’s strength and status were things that they would not be able to 

compare to, so the two of them could only treat it as their own bad luck. 

While Gadeli and Jayne were feeling extremely sh*tty, they were also extremely shocked at Shana’s 

combat capability. Even three Calamity Grade Supers were not enough to keep her behind. If not for 

Black Star’s timely burst of strength, both of them probably would not have been able to defeat the 

enemy. 

After the three of them adjusted their conditions a bit, Dodder sent an emergency communication 

request and asked about the situation. 

“How are all of you? What happened just now?” 

“An unfamiliar A+ Esper suddenly attacked us. Her identity is unknown...” 

Han Xiao briefly explained what had happened and also asked the Purple Crystal Civilization to help him 

investigate the matter. 

“No problem. We will thoroughly investigate the other party’s identity. We will inform you of our 

investigation results.” Dodder agreed to the request solemnly. “We are still in the midst of preparations 

for the alliance of organizations. There should be news within the year, and we will gather everyone 

when the time comes. I hope that the three of you will make appropriate preparations.” 

After a short conversation, Dodder ended the transmission. 

Han Xiao put his communicator away and looked at the two others. “What do the both of you intend to 

do after this?” 

Both of them let out a bitter laughter. 

“We are truly too unlucky.” Gadeli sighed. 



“Start my recruitment and purchase battleships again to make up for today’s loss,” Jayne replied 

helplessly. 

Upon hearing that, an idea immediately sprung up in Han Xiao’s mind. These two individuals were 

powerful Grade A Supers. With their organizations being crippled, he might have a chance to recruit 

them. 

“Actually, both of you can come to my Black Star Army. With your strength, there won’t be a problem 

with you being vice commanders. I sincerely invite both of you to join me.” 

Han Xiao smiled and extended his invitation. 

The both of them were taken aback. After pondering for a moment, they gave their response. 

“Thank you for your invitation, but I do not have any intention of joining another organization,” Jayne 

said. 

“I still prefer to build my own organization. I’m sorry.” Gadeli shook his head. 

“No worries. My invitation will always be open to both of you. We can talk about this again in detail 

whenever both of you are interested.” 

Han Xiao was not too disappointed by the result. 

It was far more difficult to recruit a Calamity Grade Super than a Grade B Super. Every Grade A Super 

had the strength and right to dominate a region, and their ambition would usually be in line with their 

strength. Gadeli and Jayne wanted to build their own organizations and were not willing to submit to 

others. 

After all, even a beyond Grade A powerhouse might get rejected when trying to recruit a Calamity Grade 

Super. 

“Black Star, we would like to trouble you with something.” Jayne was slightly embarrassed, and his chest 

hair shook. 

“Feel free to speak.” Han Xiao tried his best not to get distracted by Jayne’s chest hair. 

“Er... our spaceships were destroyed, so...” 

Han Xiao chuckled and slapped Jayne on the shoulder. “Don’t worry, we are comrades who fought 

alongside each other. Take my spaceship. I’ll take both of you to the nearest port.” 

“Haha, we shall trouble you then.” 

Upon seeing that Black Star was such an easy going guy, Jayne stroked his chest hair happily. He 

belonged to a race that judged beauty based on their chest hair. Soft and silky chest hair was the 

benchmark of a suave man. 

Han Xiao immediately forced a smile and said, “Please put on some clothes first... don’t drop any hair on 

my spaceship.” 

Shana’s spaceship was currently flying through the universe. 



In the cockpit, Shana injected herself with some healing medicine and could barely walk properly. Only 

then did she send a transmission to her comrade. 

Eliot appeared on the screen. He was Shana’s mage comrade, and both of them usually worked 

together. 

The moment the transmission was connected, Eliot asked, “Shana, have you caught Black Star... Eh? 

Your complexion looks extremely terrible. Did something happen?” 

“I failed.” Shana briefly described what had happened calmly. 

“Hahaha. How miserable...” 

Eliot did not display any anger but laughed out loud in schadenfreude instead. 

Shana’s expression was ugly, and she hatefully said, “I will kill you one day.” 

After laughing for a while, Eliot regained his cool and calmly said, “You acted rashly and failed your 

mission. You will cause us to face the risk of exposure. All of us will have to remain low profile for a 

period of time.” 

Shana grunted and did not say anything. She did not attempt to find an excuse for her failure but did not 

feel guilty about it either. So what if she failed? It was not a big deal to her. 

“Black Star’s strength has been underestimated,” Eliot said slowly. “While you did not reveal any 

information about us, he will now be wary, and it will be more difficult to capture him in the future. We 

should place him by the side temporarily and deal with the other targets. 

“In any case, go back to headquarters and meet up with me there. We will discuss our plans back in the 

headquarters. Remember to shake off anyone following you, and do not reveal our location.” 

“I don’t need you to remind me,” Shana replied coldly and hung up. She then activated the stealth 

function of her spaceship and traveled toward the headquarters. 

However, she did not know that an eyeball was looking at her silently from the void. 

After sending Gadeli and Jayne off, Han Xiao returned to the Garton Star System without stopping and 

stopped at the base on Planet Golden Gate. 

The mercenaries in the surroundings saw the landing spaceship and recognized that this was Han Xiao’s 

personal spaceship. The Blacklight Stealth then flew straight into Han Xiao’s personal hangar, and he 

walked to the core region of the base through a priority tunnel. Without saying a word, he immediately 

went to find Feidin. 

Feidin would usually be meditating on the rooftop on normal days. The moment Han Xiao came to the 

rooftop, he saw Feidin meditating cross legged with Psychic energy being emanated from his body. 

 

Feidin’s eyes were shut at the moment as he sang melodiously. The path he took was identical to Chen 

Xing’s, and they used their Psychic energy through singing. The heavenly music was like elves within the 

winds to calm all fatigue and pain. Han Xiao also calmed down as he heard Feidin’s song. 



Feidin’s song could cover the entire base and could give the players a temporary buff. This was the 

specialty of Planet Golden Gate, and Feidin was like the background music of the base. 

Feidin had inherited all of Chen Xing’s knowledge and was an extremely talented individual himself. 

Thus, his strength improved at a rapid pace. 

Two years ago, he could already suppress Chen Xing on his own but did not choose to leave. Instead, he 

chose to continue cultivating in the Black Star Army and occasionally follow the troops out on their 

missions. 

Occasionally, he would travel alone to explore the galaxy but would always return to the Black Star Army 

to rest and reorganize. Han Xiao was extremely willing to be Feidin’s backer as long as he could touch 

Feidin. 

Full marks for touching, zero marks for not touching 

However, Feidin’s mission had not been completed yet. Ever since Feidin fulfilled his promise to hand 

over all of Chen Xing’s savings, his relationship with Chen Xing had entered a cold war period. 

Han Xiao estimated that when two of them could open up their hearts to each other, a new world would 

be open to the both of them, and they would enter a phase of passionate love. That would also be the 

completion of his mission. 

There was another person seated on the rooftop as well. Aroshia was seated by the side, enjoying 

Feidin’s singing. Two years ago, Han Xiao had shared the mission to find Aroshia’s memories with the 

players, and the effect over the two years was obvious. The mission progress had accumulated quickly 

and was about to be complete. Aroshia enjoyed listening to Feidin sing as it could allow her to recall 

more memories. 

When she saw Han Xiao arriving, Aroshia transformed her arm into energy and wrapped it around Han 

Xiao’s waist like a belt as a greeting. 

Noticing Han Xiao’s footsteps, Feidin stopped singing and turned around. With a smile, he said, “Black 

Star, are you looking for me for something?” 

“Nothing much. You can continue singing. I am only here to find some luck.” 

Han Xiao then walked forward and touched Feidin all over before turning around to take his leave. 

Feidin touched his nose and laughed bitterly. 

He had always felt that Black Star had somehow misunderstood him. Was his luck very good? Why did 

he not hear about it? 

After Han Xiao touched Feidin to his heart’s content, he left the rooftop and opened the interface. 

Before his luck could dissipate, he hurriedly concluded the [Prey) mission to draw for Shana’s ability. 

First round complete. 

You have received: the opportunity to draw one of Shana’s abilities or talents. 

Note: Shana is a unique Esper, and the abilities that you draw will be adjusted based on your class. 



Randomizing... draw complete. 

Please select one of the five rewards: 

[Magnetic Field Vision) – talent: You will gain a keen insight into magnetic fields. +12% Machinery 

Affinity, +6% Mechanical Force bonus range 

[Magnetic Vortex] – skill: Control skill. Release a burst of magnetic energy to create a magnetic field. 

Chance to inflict a target within the magnetic field with the (Chaos) status. Chance determined by INT 

and external environment. Energy Usage: 160, Cooldown: 46s 

[Electromagnetic Shooting Stars] – skill: Long ranged skill. Overlay multiple objects with electromagnetic 

force. Accumulate a large amount of kinetic energy before shooting the objects out and causing a 

damage between 210 – 742. Damage determined by the size of object and accumulated electromagnetic 

time. Energy Usage: 75, Cooldown: 12s. 

(Strong Magnetic Field Shield] – skill: Defensive skill. A magnetic shield will be formed within a 3m 

vicinity of the user. Shield durability is unlimited, and maintaining the shield will exhaust energy. If the 

damage taken by the shield within a second exceeds the critical point, the magnetic shield will be 

shattered. Cooldown 2.5s. The critical point is determined by the amount of energy exhausted per 

second with the maximum damage being 22,000. Every time the shield takes damage, additional energy 

will be exhausted. 

(Super Electromagnetic Sense] – talent: Your ‘magnetic’ attribute will be enhanced. The bonus received 

from every energy level will change. 

This was the result after the skills had been modified, and Han Xiao was not too surprised. All of Shana’s 

skills were rooted in her Esper ability, and it was impossible for him to gain the other party’s Esper 

ability. The abilities to strengthen the control of metal in a magnetic field would be useless to him. 

Thankfully, control of metal within a magnetic field was extremely compatible with the Mechanic class. 

After a series of adjustments, most of the skills were useful to Mechanics as well. 

There was not a single skill that stood out from the rest, but the skills were not too terrible either. Han 

Xiao felt that he had drawn the average skills this time. 

If I didn’t touch Feidin, I am afraid that I would have drawn some sh*tty skills. It seems like Feidin’s luck 

cancelled out my bad luck. 

Chapter 637 In the Chaotic Crimson Tide, Storms Are Forming (1) 

Han Xiao was not interested in the first choice, [Magnetic Field Vision), at all. He now had almost a 

thousand percent Machinery Affinity; this bonus would not make a difference. 

Among the three abilities, (Strong Magnetic Field Shield] was undoubtedly the strongest. If a player 

obtained this, it could almost be a god-tier ability. Its only flaw was that its energy cost was very high. 

Nonetheless, to Han Xiao, he could totally afford its cost. 

Sadly, he really did not want another tanky ability. [Strong Magnetic Field Shield] clashed with his mana 

health cycle. Only the damage taken by his body would be absorbed and turned into energy. If it hit a 

shield, it would not activate. 



Although this ability was quite good, he was not really in need of it. 

The names of the other two abilities were kind of lame, but their effects were quite good. They could be 

used as a means of attack when he was not using machines. However, it was too rare for him to not use 

any machines, so he would not use these skills as much. 

The last talent (Super Electromagnetic Sense) had a very simple introduction. Han Xiao had seen similar 

talents before in his previous life; they enhanced the basic attributes of one’s energy, causing the bonus 

given by energy to increase tremendously. This kind of talent was rather rare. Not just the Mechanic 

class, the other four classes had talents that enhanced their energy as well. Shana’s Esper attribute just 

so happened to be suitable for the Mechanic class. 

The magnetic attribute was related to the Mechanical Force. If he chose this one, the increase in his 

Machinery Affinity would be many times greater than the first talent on the list. Furthermore, when he 

acquired a new level of energy bonuses in the future, this talent would still be effective. It was the same 

as increasing his potential. 

This was a high-level Mechanic talent that was rather difficult to obtain. It had growth potential. 

Tsk, I can only choose one... 

Han Xiao scratched his hair. Other than the first option, he wanted all four. 

After pondering for some time, he decided that long term potential was more important and made his 

choice. 

You have received (Super Electromagnetic Sense)! 

Your Magnetic Energy has been enhanced! 

Your energy bonuses have changed! 

When Han Xiao opened his attributes and looked at it, he smiled. 

His Machinery Affinity was largely increased in every energy level. His Energy Level was currently [Lv11), 

which originally gave him 142% Machinery Affinity. With this talent, it became 262% 

A 120% increase in Machinery Affinity! 

Almost double! 

Nice, that makes it worthwhile. 

Han Xiao was quite satisfied. This 120% bonus affinity made his Machinery Affinity go beyond 1,000%. 

Furthermore, this talent had more long-term benefits and would become stronger as his level increased. 

Although it could not be compared with Reynold’s almost cheat code level (Perfect Mechanical Sense), it 

was still quite good. Including his (Elementary Grade Mechanical Sense), he finally had two Mechanic 

class talents. 

Now, this is more Mechanic like. 

Han Xiao chuckled. 



Nonetheless, the other three abilities were good. He was quite upset that he could not choose all of 

them. This is just the first round. Shana is still alive. If every round’s reward includes drawing her 

ability... 

Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled, and he could not help but fantasize. He wanted to meet Shana a few more 

times. 

Shana was an ability treasure trove! 

He looked at the second-round mission of (Prey), but it had yet to update. 

The second round would probably only start when the enemy attacked again. 

The enemies are hiding, and I’m in the open. Luckily, I planted a ward on her, or I really wouldn’t be able 

to guard against their sudden attack. Just like the mission name, they’re hunters waiting for 

opportunities to strike, and I’m the prey they have targeted. If I’m attacked during an important part of 

another mission, I will incur a huge loss. These hunters really are a bunch of sh*t stirrers. 

Han Xiao was glad. 

On the way back, Han Xiao had peeked at Shana and Eliot’s conversation through the Observer’s Mark, 

discovering that that woman was heading toward the headquarters. 

If he could confirm the location of this mysterious organization, he might be able to drag Ames along 

and advance to the high ground. 

One slam from Floating Dragon Island, and not just the enemy Nexus, the enemy fountain might not 

even exist... 

Patience was the basic of peeking; there was no use in hurrying. The Observer’s Mark would only gain 

useful information as time went on. 

Han Xiao went to the training room and tested his new talent for a while, then gave a lesson to Sylvia 

and Reynold, followed by letting Sylvia report the matters of the army. After he was done with those 

things, he shut himself in the machinery modification room and went into solitude. 

Shana’s attack had put him under some pressure. If all her friends had about Grade A+ strength, they 

would be strong opponents that he had never faced before. Han Xiao planned to build a batch of non-

metallic machines and magnetic field reversal devices to nullify Shana’s Esper ability. 

With plenty of Experience in his bag, Han Xiao was not worried about spending. He gambled a lot of 

blueprints and found quite a lot of useful ones. 

Including the blueprints, he already had more than a thousand abilities. The effect of [Research Theory] 

now gave him more than three hundred bonus Intelligence. 

Building non-metallic machines was one part of becoming stronger; Han Xiao also felt it was time to 

increase his level. 



He was now level 170 and stuck at the Class Advancement mission of [Galaxy Mechanic). If he 

completed the Class Advancement, his strength would be largely increased once again. He would also 

obtain the crucial Mechanic abilities of the next stage. 

The Class Advancement requirement was very direct – learn one Cutting-Edge Knowledge. 

However, it was not easy for Han Xiao. 

In his previous life when the players were at this level, it was already the later versions. After playing for 

so long and experiencing so many main storylines, the players had built up relationships with several 

factions by that time, so they could exchange Cutting-Edge Knowledge directly. 

However, Han Xiao was too ahead of the schedule. Limited by the version, he did not have the chance to 

farm the relationship with any Star Cluster Civilizations. Hence, this Class Advancement requirement 

that was quite easy in his previous life suddenly became an obstacle. 

 

It was not difficult to do, but it took a lot of time and effort. 

Han Xiao had used up the random rewards that he had stocked up. Being unlucky as always, he did not 

get any Mission Completion Cards. 

Mission Completion Cards were actually really cheap and not rare at all. Most of the things he got in 

these random rewards had a higher value than Mission Completion Cards, such as the rare Esper Ability 

Potential Enhancing Fluid that he had shockingly obtained twice. Including one from long ago, he now 

had three of them. 

He kept feeling that trying to obtain Mission Completion Cards after touching Feidin was having the 

opposite effect. 

Cutting-Edge Knowledges were a must learn, so Han Xiao did not want to gamble on Mission Completion 

Cards. What he hoped now was that the Purple Crystal Civilization could quickly form its Section Zero. 

During the (Crimson Tide), faction missions were in the least shortage. 

At the outer space track outside the Purple Crystal Civilization’s Mother Planet, a garrison satellite code-

named ‘Curved Blade’ was circling the mother planet. This was a newly built space station, an office for 

a new department. This department’s members were all elites selected from the various departments 

within the Secret Service. 

At this time, inside the Curved Blade garrison satellite station, a row of Foreign Affairs Captains were 

sitting in the office of the highest commander, staring at the top commander of this department, Ralph. 

Ralph flipped through the report of these people and listened as the captains explained the situation. 

“The candidate list for the partner organizations has been sorted. There’s a total of 173 new 

organizations selected, all of which we have contacted and are willing to work with us. Please take a 

look.” 

“It’s too few,” Ralph said coldly. In front of his subordinates, he was very strict. 



“From an entire Star Cluster’s perspective, it is indeed not many. However, the 173 candidate 

organizations are the result of our careful selection. They all have Calamity Grades in their organization, 

a compulsory requirement. They are spread across the various Star Systems in Colton, and all are 

renowned among the locals.” 

“Such as?” 

“Severide’s Arc Light Organization, Skywalker’s Hero Group, Rain’s New Phylen Rebels... These are the 

largest and strongest organizations among the candidates.” 

“It’s still not enough. The strength of these unofficial military organizations is far from the forces 

gathered by Klent.” Ralph shook his head in dissatisfaction. “The development of private organizations 

in Colton is too chaotic. Klent has the Bloodshed Land. Just that alone is enough to stop all of our 

partnered organizations. Klent has been helping its ally, the Bloodshed Land, expand over the years, 

fusing about half of the private organizations in their territory. Klent wants to build an alliance 

organization using the Bloodshed Land as its core. In the face of such an enormous organization, these 

partner organizations we’ve found will have no chance of resisting. If they want to start a secret war, we 

will have absolutely no chance of winning.” 

“Indeed. The enemy has the Bloodshed Land. If we don’t use our official army, no one can stop the 

Tyrant. However, Beyond Grade As won’t act easily. We also have Beyond Grade A too; the Dragon 

Emperor is here.” 

“However, Dragon Emperor Ames remains neutral. She isn’t our ally.” Ralph frowned. 

“The Black Star Army is on the list of partner organizations. Although he cannot be compared with these 

three strongest candidates I just mentioned, their strength can be ranked in the second tier within the 

list. Their background is the military force of Floating Dragon. Maybe we can use the Dragon Emperor’s 

power through him.” 

“I know Black Star; he’s a very smart guy. Don’t try to use him to get close to Ames. Plus, Ames might 

not be as strong as Heber.” Ralph shook his head. 

After a pause, he continued to warn his subordinates. “Klent is still holding back currently, but they will 

become more and more rampant. The secret war will happen sooner or later. The people above have 

made the call; we cannot be forced by the enemy to use our official army, or an all-out war might really 

break out. Klent wants to snatch parts of Colton’s territory. Even if the three Universal Civilizations come 

to stop the war, the Crimson Dynasty is behind Klent. We are at a disadvantage politically, so we might 

be forced to sign an unfair treaty. I’m not satisfied with the current list. The reason that this department 

was created is to deal with Klent’s ambitious expansions. You must get more military forces.” 

“Understood!” 

“Also, the people above have given this department an official code name. When the time comes, you 

will notify the candidates of the name of this organization formed by all the partnered forces.” 

“What’s the code name?” 

Ralph knocked on the table and solemnly said, “Secret Service, Section Zero!” 



Chapter 638 In the Chaotic Crimson Tide, Storms Are Forming (2) 

In the Seoul Star Cluster, Klent Kingdom territory, Bloodshed Land headquarters, Planet Heber... 

Inside Heber’s palace, the emissary from Klent met with Tyrant to deliver the message from his 

superiors. 

“The Purple Crystal Civilization eliminated the scouting team that we sent to Colton. This is their 

warning. According to the information transmitted back, the people that attacked the scouting team 

were all private forces in the Colton Star Cluster. This means that Purple Crystal is creating an alliance. 

We need to make the corresponding reaction.” 

“You guys need my help.” 

“Yes. In these two years, Klent has been helping you assemble many private military forces in the Seoul 

Star Cluster. The size of the Bloodshed Land is many times bigger than two years ago. We plan to form 

an alliance force with you as its core and secretly invade the Colton Star Cluster, starting a secret war 

with the Purple Crystal Civilization.” 

“Okay.” Heber gave a short and simple reply. 

“Although the Dragon Emperor Ames is in Colton, she is basically neutral. However, the Black Star Army 

under her seems to be on Purple Crystal’s side. If Ames interferes, we hope you can deal with her.” 

“When it’s necessary, I will.” Heber shook his head. 

Back at the party, Dragon Emperor and Black Star did not directly reject the Crimson Dynasty’s 

invitation. After that, they did not make any decision. However, even if the Floating Dragon decided to 

choose the Crimson Dynasty’s side, they were still not his ally. The two of them had different goals and 

were in two opposing Star Cluster Civilizations. The Crimson Dynasty did not mind their chess pieces 

fighting each other. The more chaotic the situation, the better. 

Klent was willing to step forward and execute the Crimson Dynasty’s belief of being as high profile as 

possible. With such a strong backer, Klent had been more and more daring over the prior two years, 

especially toward neutral civilizations not under any of the three Universal Civilizations such as Purple 

Crystal. 

The Seoul Star Cluster under Klent’s rule was the second smallest Star Cluster in all of the Shattered Star 

Ring, as well as Colton’s neighbor. Klent was very ambitious; their goal was not only just taking a bite on 

the profits of the Flickering World but also to get their hands on the Colton Star Cluster. Although they 

maintained a good relationship with Purple Crystal on the surface, they secretly wanted to snatch a few 

Star Systems from Purple Crystal. 

Of course, this would not have worked out in the past. However, now that the Crimson Dynasty wanted 

to stir things up, the restriction of the peace treaty suddenly became much weaker. The strong had the 

right to make rules. The laws and balance in the galaxy seemed unbreakable in the eyes of normal 

people, but to the three Universal Civilizations, they were very fragile. The other civilizations were just 

players that had to obey the game rules they had set. 

Even Heber felt that the Klents were very greedy. 



However, this suited what he wanted. He needed an ambitious ally, not an ally content with what they 

had. The greedier they were, the more they would rely on him. 

Heber stood up. His gigantic body cast a shadow over the Klent emissary. 

“I understand what Klent wants. Go back and tell your boss that I will be in charge of this war. They 

don’t have to worry about anything.” 

The Klent emissary nodded and smiled with the confidence of a certain victory. 

The difference between the Bloodshed Land and the alliance force built by Purple Crystal was like an 

iron fist and a plate of sand. For this secret war, Klent had been preparing for two years. Purple Crystal’s 

reaction only came much later. This meant that they were at a disadvantage before the war even 

started. 

With the Tyrant, Heber, taking care of the situation, demolishing Purple Crystal’s alliance force was just 

a matter of time. 

Through continuous victories, the Bloodshed Land had never disappointed Klent before. 

Shana returned to the headquarters that were shockingly in an area so remote it was the desolate area 

at the edge of the Shattered Star Ring. There was absolutely nobody around; it was a truly unpopulated 

area. 

All the Star Fields had desolate areas that very few stepped into. Their characteristics as a whole were 

that there were very few planets, hardly any resources, and no signs of life. Some wanted or mysterious 

organizations would occasionally choose these desolate areas as the location for their headquarters. 

When Shana entered the headquarters, all of her colleagues were waiting. Other than Eliot, there were 

four others. They all wore different masks and gave off a vibe of unfathomable strength. They were all 

looking at Shana. 

With a husky voice like an old man at the end of his days, a short man among them slowly said, “You 

failed and exposed your face. For the next few years, you will replace Adrian to guard the headquarters. 

He will go out to carry out missions with Eliot. 

“Humph.” Shana was not happy about it but did not object. This was their internal rule. In order for 

them not to be targeted by anyone, once someone failed, the person working in the field had to be 

swapped. 

This secret organization had very few members, but they were all elites. 

Adrian was a muscular and tall male being with the characteristics of a Beastman. He took out a palm-

sized metal disk and threw to Shana. “It’s your turn to guard the headquarters. Enjoy the boring times.” 

This metal disk was one of the specially made keys of the jail inside the headquarters. There were four 

of those keys. 

All the captured targets on the list would be locked up in the prison. Usually, four of them would be 

guarding the headquarters, and two of them would go out to capture the targets on the list. This was 

their usual way of doing things. 



Eliot shrugged and said, “Looks like we can’t be partners. Shame, I always thought we worked very well 

together.” 

Adrian pointed at himself and said, “I’m your old partner, too.” 

Eliot shrugged and replied, “Other than Mister Albert, all of you have been my partner before.” 

Albert was the short, old man, the leader of this team, and had always been guarding the headquarters. 

Adrian had never failed, so he was the only one that had never been swapped out. All the other four had 

been his partner before. 

“Now, let’s talk about the problem regarding Black Star.” Albert stared at Shana. “Due to your failure, 

we now have the risk of being exposed. Black Star is now alert and will actively look for our 

whereabouts. We have two choices; one is to ignore Black Star and wait for the dust to settle before we 

move again. The other is to capture him as soon as possible and eliminate the risk of being exposed. 

Then, we keep a low profile afterward...” 

“I’ve done some research on him,” Shana suddenly said. “Previously, the Garton Star System’s DarkStar 

organization did not take him seriously at the start and was destroyed by him. This man is very 

dangerous. We can’t leave him be.” 

Albert nodded and said, “Makes sense. He’s dangerous. Eliot, Adrian, the only target of your next 

mission is Black Star. You must capture him. If you can’t capture him alive no matter what, I allow you to 

eliminate him.” 

“Alright.” Eliot nodded. 

“Mister Albert, I have fought with Black Star before and could not make him show his ‘Indestructible 

Body’. He must have hidden more strong abilities. Two people won’t be enough. My ability counters his, 

so please let me join the mission,” Shana said with a deep voice. 

Albert contemplated and felt that it was reasonable. He told Shana to give him the key and said, “Okay, 

I’ll make an exception this time. The three of you will work together. Don’t be reckless. Only act after 

you’re absolutely certain you’ll succeed.” 

 

Shana nodded. Revenge was just part of the reason she insisted on joining the mission; more of it was 

just as she had said. Although she had lost, she remembered the fight, and her ability was indeed very 

suitable for dealing with Black Star. 

“Klent seems to be starting to move. Apparently, they’re going to start a fight with the Purple Crystal 

Civilization. Black Star should be involved in it, so we’ll have plenty of chances.” 

Eliot smiled. He was a Grade A+ Super, and the other two were close to Grade A+, but the opponent was 

just Black Star alone. 

He felt that success was certain. 

At the same time, inside Base No.1 of the Black Star Army... 



“Tsk tsk, three people just to deal with me, how scary.” 

Through the Observer’s Mark, Han Xiao watched the conversation between Shana and the others like 

watching a movie. 

After waiting for many days, Han Xiao had finally obtained valuable information from the Observer’s 

Mark. He was quite shocked. 

He suspected Shana to be Grade A+, so the other two would not be weaker than her. Sending all three 

of them to capture him... Did I dig up your ancestor’s grave? Do you people really have to send such an 

elite team after me? 

Nonetheless, Han Xiao did not panic. After all, the problem was massive, so there was no use in 

panicking. 

With my strength, the chance of winning against these three is negligible. Even if I’m very tanky and 

might not be killed, I will most likely be captured. If these six people have about the same strength, they 

could capture just about anyone under Beyond Grade 

A. 

Being targeted by these people. Han Xiao felt heavy pressure. 

These people seemed to be obeying orders to capture people. Han Xiao had a feeling that the six people 

whom he had just seen were merely the tip of the iceberg of this mysterious organization. 

However, not only was Han Xiao not panicking, he almost wanted to laugh. 

Originally, the situation was that the enemies were hidden, and he was in the open. If Shana did not join 

the mission, he would not have been able to guard against the sudden attack of the enemies. 

However, Shana insisted on joining the mission and became a moving ward that allowed Han Xiao to 

monitor their movements at all times. 

Such a great teammate! 

This ward was more than worth it. 

Han Xiao could not help but feel glad about how careful these people were. If they headed there right 

away, he would indeed be in quite a tough situation. 

Hmm, let me think, how I should welcome them... 

Han Xiao rubbed his chin and pondered. 

Chapter 639 This Talent Is Wonderful to the Point I Don’t Want to Upgrade It 

The situation was extremely clear. Three of them were coming after him, and three others were staying 

behind in the base to guard their camp. 

However, he could only spy on a single party. The problem was how Han Xiao should maximize his 

benefits. 



He was considering how he could nab all the enemies in one fell swoop and also complete a few more 

phases of the (Prey] mission. Such a mission that could give him the opportunity to draw the abilities of 

a Grade A Super was extremely rare. If he was lucky, his strength could undergo a massive increase. 

There seems to be only six enemies. I needed to think of a way to get rid of them all without alerting 

them, Han Xiao pondered to himself. The situation is now reversed. The enemy is out in the open while I 

am in the dark. This is my biggest advantage, and I need to make use of it well. 

Should I deal with Shana and her group or attack the main camp of the enemy first? 

All the trump cards that I can mobilize include the Black Star Army, my connections in the mercenary 

world, Ames’ support, and the organizations behind those on that hit list. If the powerhouses captured 

by the enemy are all in the main camp, I’ll be able to easily convince the organizations behind them to 

work together and fight the enemy. Every single enemy is extremely powerful alone, and their 

advantage is their high mobility. It would be extremely troublesome if even a single person escapes. 

Han Xiao shook his head and felt that he could not attack their main camp under such circumstances. No 

matter what, the three who were keeping guard seemed to have the strength of Grade A+ as well. Even 

if he invited the Dragon Emperor to take action, the enemy would still have time to contact their 

comrades. The moment he alerted the enemy, it was extremely likely for the three on the outside to 

split up and escape. At that time, he would only be able to capture Shana, not the other two. 

After considering for a while, Han Xiao also eliminated the plan of splitting up his forces. It would be a 

far more complex operation with too many factors that could go wrong. If he chose to split his forces, 

choosing how to allocate his forces would be a huge problem. After all, the enemy were not weaklings, 

and they might have some strange escaping abilities. 

I shall do it this way... 

Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled. 

If he wanted to attack the enemy’s main camp, he would want all the enemies to gather together first to 

capture them all in one fell swoop. 

If he captured Shana’s group of three, he would not be able to spy on the rest. If he only captured one of 

the three, the enemy might shift their main camp due to fear of being exposed. The moment they 

entered the depths of the unexplored region of the universe, it would be extremely difficult to give 

chase. 

Han Xiao pondered for a moment and decided on a plan. He would only fight off Shana’s group of three 

and cause them to fail again. The other party would then return to their base for sure, and the six of 

them would be gathered together. He would just have to gather his troops and gain the high ground. He 

would not allow a single enemy to escape and could even save all the captured Grade A Supers. 

For the sake of secrecy, Han Xiao decided to wait for Shana’s group of three to find him. Taking the 

initiative to attack them would only reveal the fact that he had locked onto their position. 

He felt that the role of hunter and prey had been swapped. He was like a hunter patiently waiting for 

the prey to step into his trap. 



However, I have to find some helpers first. 

Han Xiao opened up his communicator, and an endless list of leaders from the various organizations 

appeared. 

In the office of Section Zero, Ralph was staring at his communicator with his brows locked as though he 

was troubled over a huge problem. His secretary did not dare disturb him. 

In truth, the communicator was currently showing a galactic entertainment program, and he was 

avoiding work. 

It could not be helped. The mission of scouting for private organizations fell on the shoulder of the 

envoys. Even if the mission to organize an alliance was extremely urgent, he could only wait for the 

envoys to complete their mission first. The war had not begun yet, and there was no point in him being 

anxious. 

Right at this moment, an incoming call sprung up from his communicator and disrupted his show. 

Ralph picked up the incoming call without a change in expression. It was Han Xiao. 

“Black Star, it is rare for you to take the initiative to contact me.” 

“I have already received your notice. How many people are there in Section Zero right now?” 

Not too long ago, Purple Crystal had sent out the name of the alliance to all those involved in the 

alliance. Han Xiao had also received news of it. 

This organization was only in its infancy, so the structure of the organization had not been formed. They 

did not know the names of the other participants of the organization, and no notification of a new 

faction popped up on Han Xiao’s interface. 

“The members of Section Zero are temporarily a secret. We will gather all the members when it is 

formed officially. You will know who the members are then.” 

In his past life, the players only saw the organization in Version 3.0, which was perfected during the time 

of the update. This time, Han Xiao was personally joining the organization from the very start. 

Han Xiao chuckled and could briefly remember which organizations joined Section Zero in the end. 

However, he felt that he had an opportunity to change the storyline this time. 

“I have an idea to allow Section Zero to recruit more experts.” 

Ralph’s eyes lit up. “Let’s hear your plan...” 

The Light Rune Civilization was the ruler of the Thousand Lights Star System. Of the many Star System 

level civilizations of the Colton Star Cluster, the Light Rune Civilization had always been an open 

supporter of Purple Crystal. The level of the Light Rune Civilization exceeded an ordinary Star System 

level civilization, and they had a close relationship with Purple Crystal. 

Recently, the person in charge of Light Rune Civilization’s national defense, Kemas, had been extremely 

frustrated. 



It was because the most powerful expert of the Light Rune Civilization, Kernid, had disappeared on his 

holiday. The higher ups were enraged and ordered him to locate Kernid. 

Kemas was heavily pressured by his higher ups to find Kernid. However, the pressure from his higher ups 

was not the only reason. Kernid was his biological brother, and it would be impossible for him to keep 

his current position without Kernid. As such, Kemas was more anxious to find his brother than anyone 

else. 

However, he did not have a single clue. Kemas had already applied for aid from the Purple Crystal 

Civilization but to no avail. He was truly frustrated to the point his body hair was about to drop. 

Ring ring! 

Right at this moment, his communicator rang-his secretary was calling. 

“Your Excellency Kemas, someone is requesting to speak to you.” 

“Who is it?” Kemas suppressed the frustration in his heart. His secretary was the one in charge of 

managing his incoming calls, and for his secretary to personally contact him, it meant that the caller 

definitely had a significant status. 

“He is the leader of the Black Star Army, Black Star of the Garton Star System.” 

“Oh, so it’s him.” Kemas had heard of such an individual before, and it seemed like he was creating a 

storm in Godora. Despite being doubtful of why Black Star was looking for him, it would not be good for 

him to treat the other party rudely. Thus, he got his secretary to divert the call over. 

The holographic screen lit up, and Han Xiao’s face appeared. 

“Kemas? I haven’t got the wrong person, right?” 

“It’s me, Black Star. Why have you called for me?” 

Han Xiao stroked his chin and said, “I heard from Purple Crystal that you guys are looking for someone 

called Kernid.” 

“Yes.” Kemas was not aware of what Han Xiao’s intentions were and thus gave a short reply. 

“What if I say that I may know his whereabouts? Will you guys be willing to work with me?” 

The moment Han Xiao said those words, Kemas! expression changed, and his breathing became heavy 

as though he was stimulated. 

The Star Beast Organization was a special armed organization that was located in another Star Cluster. It 

was in an alliance with the Star Cluster level civilization that ruled the Star Cluster. 

This organization was extremely famous in the Shattered Star Ring and their specialty was the ability to 

control various dangerous galactic beasts. They did not like to expand and chose to maintain neutrality 

most of the time. They would never sell or rent their beasts but only provide them to the Star Cluster 

Civilization that they were in an alliance with. 



Their specialty came from the Esper ability of their leader, Gobili. He had a monstrous level of affinity 

with beasts and was able to control various different types of beasts over long periods of time. If these 

beasts remained under the influence of his ability for long periods of time, they even had a chance of 

evolving and mutating. 

 

However, the Star Beast Organization was in a complete mess at this moment because their leader had 

disappeared. 

The vice commander had sent out numerous search parties, but he could not find a single clue. 

If their leader was gone, their organization was finished. 

Everyone in the Star Beast Organization was filled with grievances. Don’t we only like to rear pets? We 

only rear pets in our homes and do not provoke anyone. Why do others still have to come and provoke 

us! 

Just when they were on the brink of collapse, the vice commander received a call from Han Xiao. 

“I am Black Star from the Colton Star Cluster. You may or may not have heard of my name before. 

However, that isn’t important. The important thing is that I may know the location of your leader. Are 

you interested in working with me?” 

The same scene happened in various locations throughout the Shattered Star Ring. Han Xiao called all 

the organizations of the names listed on the hit 

list. 

With his huge network, finding these numbers was a piece of cake. His chain of calls immediately 

mobilized a large number of organizations. 

As for the ones who were on the list but had not been caught, he could only say wrong number. 

Just as he was gathering aid in secret, Shana’s group of three was also approaching the Garton Star 

System. 

On the spaceship, the three of them were discussing their strategy. 

“Black Star may be on high alert this time. I feel that we shouldn’t take care of him immediately.” Eliot 

shook his head. He had always been a calm individual. However, since Albert had given his orders, he 

could only follow the orders. 

“Not necessarily. I did not reveal much information, and Black Star may think that I am only seeking 

revenge. This is a very common thing for a leader of his status.” 

Shana shook her head and felt that her loss was not that big a deal. The way she saw it, Black Star was 

definitely puzzled about her origin. 

“We should still be careful no matter what.” Eliot paused to think for a moment before continuing. “It is 

said that Black Star has an undying body with his subordinates being immortals. A long, drawn-out battle 

will be to his advantage, so we must come up with a plan to take him down quickly.” 



“Should we wait for him to be alone before attacking?” 

“Not necessarily. After facing an ambush recently, Black Star will definitely be more careful when he is 

alone. We should strike him at the most unexpected moment.” 

“What should we do?” 

“Hmm... I know. He doesn’t recognize me and Adrian. I can use a spell to conceal our aura and 

appearance to mix with the mercenaries and attack him from up close. The two of us shall control him, 

and you will take action to capture him. The three of us will then retreat immediately. With the three of 

us working together, we should be able to take care of him very quickly.” 

“If that’s the case, we can take action in his base.” 

“Yes, this way, he will be caught off guard. The other mercenaries in the base won’t be able to stop us, 

and he won’t have other Calamity Grade helpers this time.” 

Adrian then spoke in a muffled voice. “I understand. We want to deal a lightning fast strike and not give 

him the chance to react.” 

Eliot nodded. 

Shana pondered for a moment and also felt that it was a good plan. She could not think of how Black 

Star would be able to escape from their grasp this time. 

Meanwhile, Black Star was on his way to Floating Dragon Island. 

“Oh, I see.” Han Xiao now understood their plan. 

Chapter 640 Ambush 

Han Xiao had convened a large group of helpers, with the core person being ‘Long Legs’ Ames. 

He had rarely returned to Floating Dragon Island in the past two years, only occasionally communicating 

with Ames. The high amount of trust Ames had in him meant that he could move around in his own 

activities outside and not be doubted. 

When the spaceship landed at the dock, Han Xiao walked out of the hatch to see Wilsander waiting for 

him. Every time Han Xiao returned, he would be the one to fetch him with great enthusiasm. 

Looking around, Han Xiao did not spot the figure of Jenny, which made him a little surprised. 

“Why didn’t Jenny come? I thought she would come and give me a few jabs.” 

“She’s very busy, no time for you.” Wilsander grinned. 

“It seems like she is still very dedicated to her role.” 

Han Xiao laughed in return. 

Wilsander rolled his eyes in response. Is her dedication not forced by your activities? 

After a brief greeting, Han Xiao headed directly to the palace. 



In the past two years, Ames had remained on Floating Dragon Island, attentively training Hila and 

Aurora. Upon hearing that Han Xiao had come to visit, the three of them were quite happy. 

Rising from her throne, Ames floated up to Han Xiao as she smiled. “It’s been a while. I’ve missed you. 

What’s your reason for coming this time?” 

“Can’t I return to see you if I have no time?” Han Xiao smiled. “But I do need your help this time.” 

“Let’s hear it.” 

Han Xiao briefly explained the situation. He did not intend to ask Ames to deal with Shana and company 

but rather utilize her pressure to suppress the enemy whilst he stormed the base, to ensure complete 

control on his part. 

At the same time, this was an opportunity. He had gathered many influential people from around the 

Shattered Star Ring and stationed them to ambush from a secret location. The moment he pushed back 

Shana and company, they would join forces to destroy the mysterious force’s camp and rescue all the 

Supers. With so many various influences, if Ames was present to hold the fort, she would be able to 

command all these influences with her title of a Beyond Grade A Super. 

To call in so many organizations just to deal with six Grade A Supers was akin to using a butcher’s knife 

to slaughter chickens. However, his greater goal was to turn this into sensational news, to further 

expand his own influence. 

With so many organizations under the lead of Floating Dragon, this cooperation would be able to 

reverse the public impression of Floating Dragon. Floating Dragon would also rise from a powerless 

neutral faction into a powerful one. Even if this was a misunderstanding, it would prove useful. 

The general consensus was that among the four Beyond Grade A Supers within the Shattered Star Ring, 

Ames power was the weakest. This time, their knowledge of Ames would be refreshed. 

While one’s true strength could not be improved quickly, influence and connections could serve as a 

shortcut. The stronger Floating Dragon was, the more it would be able to protect itself. 

Moreover, after fighting side by side, if they managed to save all the Supers from the powerful 

organizations, they would owe Floating Dragon a debt of gratitude. This would form a good relationship 

between the latter with the rest of the powerful organizations. While the organizations definitely had 

some status, they would give some face toward the prestige of a Beyond Grade A Super, and Han Xiao, 

through Floating Dragon, would be able to convert the forces into his connections. 

Han Xiao had always attached great importance to organizations. After all, the universe was so large, an 

individual was limited in scope. Even Beyond Grade A Supers needed aides. One’s individual combat 

power and organization strength had to be grasped with both hands, and both hands had to firmly hold 

on to each area. 

Sooner or later, there would yet be another version update. The players would disappear for about a 

decade once more. During this period, if he wished to prevent the faction from sinking, he needed to be 

pre-emptive and search for external support. 

After hearing the explanation from Han Xiao, Ames did not hesitate and immediately agreed. 



She fully supported Han Xiao, and besides, having been cooped up for so long, she wished to go out and 

stretch her muscles, at the same time allowing Aurora and Hila to get some experience. 

Hila and Aurora had stood to the side without interrupting once. After two years, their temperament 

had shown changes once again. 

Ames had taught them how to develop their abilities, and Hila’s aura had become colder, whilst the 

exact opposite had happened for Aurora, who had become sunnier and warmer. 

In the area of strength, Hila had made rapid progress. She initially already possessed a strength of Grade 

C. Coupled with her own talents, it did not take much guidance from Ames for her to breakthrough and 

enter the realm of Grade B. 

As for Aurora, her battle role was to be a super nanny. While her rank was not as high, her abilities got 

strengthened a lot more. 

Hila’s appearance did not change much, but she had received a life sublimation, allowing her to become 

more beautiful and elegant. Aurora did not grow much in height, but her figure showed obvious signs of 

becoming a real ‘milkmaid’[1]. The front of her Battle Suit was packed tightly. 

Her ability gave her frightening vitality, and with three nutritious meals a day, her appearance did not 

pale in comparison to her sister’s. 

Glancing at Aurora’s chest, Han Xiao sighed. “Your training is too tough. Just look, how could a girl like 

you be beaten so hard that you are so swollen?” 

Aurora could hear the teasing in Han Xiao’s voice and immediately blushed. She did not wish for herself 

to become this huge, but this was linked to her abilities. She had no choice, and she even had to bear 

the soreness in her shoulders every day. If only she was able to remove them and put them in her 

pockets instead, that would be so good! 

Having not seen him for two years, while Hila’s expression remained passive, she was a little excited in 

her heart. However, upon hearing those words from Han Xiao, her face immediately darkened. She 

stared daggers at Han Xiao as though wishing to rip off his face. However, the result was that she could 

not do anything to his face, and Han Xiao even ignored her. 

Han Xiao also brought up the issue of Section Zero and expressed his intention to work for the Purple 

Crystal Civilization for a period of time. Ames had no objections, brushing off everything. Jenny could 

only grit her teeth and inwardly curse. 

Han Xiao secretly gathered his helpers, and after making sufficient preparations, he looked for one of his 

bases that was not so important and camped there, waiting for the enemy to step into the trap. 

This base was located on one of the colonial planets of Godora. Many players often chose to settle 

there, and choosing this place as the battlefield had been carefully considered by Han Xiao. This was to 

paint a positive image in the eyes of the players. This face engineering process was extremely important. 

At this moment, the Black Star Army had already completed the function of guiding the faction into the 

universe. Han Xiao’s next objective was to retain the players and focus on managing the Black Star Army. 



Starting from the next version, there would be a multitude of factions available to choose from. Many of 

them were combined organizations, which could offer large benefits and large main storylines. The 

players would inevitably be tempted. Han Xiao had to maintain the attractiveness of his faction, so as 

the leader, he had to continue to improve the players’ impression of him. 

After waiting for a few days, Shana’s group finally moved. In fact, they had arrived in the Garton Star 

System much earlier, always monitoring the movements of Han Xiao. 

Han Xiao was doing the same thing to them. The Chain Mission (Prey) had already released the second 

mission earlier on. 

The mission requirement was to repel the attack of the three people. In addition to the high experience 

provided, he would receive a random reward of an ability from the trio. Han Xiao predicted that this 

series of difficult missions would each provide an additional special reward of being able to draw an 

ability. As long as his luck was good, he would be able to profit handsomely off this. 

Because this was a colonial planet that belonged to Godora, the attacking trio did not wish to make too 

much noise, opting to use stealth and assassination tactics instead. They wanted to get Black Star and 

quickly evacuate. 

Eliot was responsible for the advanced concealment and camouflage. While the base had access 

restrictions, in front of the abilities of a Grade A Super, it was useless. Adrian and Eliot very easily 

sneaked into the base without alerting Phillip, whilst Shana remained outside. 

The camouflage technique that Eliot used turned them into common mercenaries. Eliot was extremely 

confident of his techniques, thinking them unbreakable. The two of them swaggered into the area, as 

though it was their own backyard. 

However, after walking a short distance, they noticed that something was off. All around them, it 

seemed that the Black Star Mercenaries all started to turn around and look at them with weird 

expressions, as though they were out of place. 

“I feel that the situation is a little weird,” Adrian whispered. 

“Could it be that we’ve been discovered? That’s not possible. How can my technique be seen through so 

easily?” Eliot refused to believe it. 

His deception was indeed effective, and the players around them could not see any sort of information 

about them. Even their names appeared as ‘???’. 

However, the question marks for both Eliot and Adrian were bright red! 

 

Two red-named people representing enemies walking around scared the players stiff. No one knew 

what sort of situation this was. 

While Brock was part of DarkStar, he was an undercover agent. Furthermore, DarkStar had already 

kicked the bucket. Before he joined Black Star, he had merely appeared as a yellow name, but since Eliot 

and Adrian were downright enemies to Black Star, they appeared red named in the eyes of the players, 

the most dazzling attraction in this place. 



Boom boom boom! 

A player suddenly opened fire at the two of them, and the surrounding players immediately followed 

suit. A barrage of bullets enveloped the two of them, and a violent explosion sounded. 

While the players were unaware of what was going on, they decided that since they were red names, 

they might somehow trigger a mission and earn something 

Hum! 

The magic shield was deployed, blocking all attacks. 

“We’ve been exposed!” Eliot was shocked. He could not understand it. How did all those Grade C 

mercenaries crack his seamless camouflage 

At this moment, Han Xiao, who had long prepared himself, appeared, floating in the sky as he 

overlooked the two. He put on a show, pretending that he was not aware of their origin. 

“The last time I was attacked, I felt that something was amiss. Indeed, there are people targeting me. To 

think I actually managed to wait for you to arrive. Who are you guys?” 

Eliot did not reply, merely shouting lowly. All sorts of magic was deployed, and Adrian’s body began to 

increase in size. 

When Shana realized that her teammates had been exposed, she immediately acted by tearing apart the 

walls of the base. She was prepared to join them in attacking Black Star. With three Grade A+ Supers 

present, they could just forcefully suppress Black Star and end the battle quickly. 

However, Han Xiao leisurely dodged their attacks, saying, “Did you think I did not do any preparations 

beforehand?” 

Just as his voice fell, strong auras exploded from the sides of the base. Nagakin as well as two other 

Godoran Grade A Supers shot out from the hiding spots. 

Han Xiao had gathered the other organizations for the sake of attacking the enemies’ base camp. Thus, 

his goal here was just to repel the three of them, and as such, he had chosen the Godoran Colonial 

planet, which would allow him to request assistance from Godora. Without overwhelming suppression 

on his side, it would allow things to flow more naturally and allow Shana’s group to ‘escape’. 

The Black Star Army had close ties with Godora, so this small request was merely a phone call away from 

Han Xiao. Nagakin was extremely glad to help. 

Eliot furrowed his brows. They were faced with four Grade A Supers, and while they were not afraid, 

they had no way of forcing a quick end to the battle. This was Godoran territory; the moment they got 

entangled, Godora’s fleet would be able to give them no small amount of trouble. 

The three of them exchanged glances, immediately coming to the same consensus. 

Black Star was just too vigilant. Merely a single attack, and without knowing their histories, he decided 

to make a mountain out of a molehill. It seemed like he was a cautious yet decisive person. 



The three of them did not once suspect that their whereabouts had been leaked. Han Xiao pretended 

that he was using his stupid idea to wait for a reward, and this did not raise their doubts. They were 

confident enough that their actions were secretive. 

Furthermore, if Black Star knew that they had three people, then he would not have brought along just 

three other Calamity Grades. 

Han Xiao continued with his performance, speaking in a deep tone. “You have no way of escaping. No 

matter who you are, I’ll find out your origins today.” 

“You’re overconfident in being able to stop us. You can try!” Eliot snorted. 

Just four Calamity Grades would not be enough to enter his eyes. Maybe only Black Star would give 

them some difficulty. 

The three of them did not panic, for they were confident in their own capabilities. Black Star could not 

stop them with so few people; they could leave as and when they wished to. 

[1] The original phrase can be read as either ‘nanny’ or ‘milk mother/maid’, so I decided to go with the 

latter to convey what the author wanted to say 

 


